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Abstract

Water markets may help societies adapt to rising water scarcity and variability, but their
setup costs can be substantial and their benefits uncertain. I estimate the gains available from
an efficient statewide water market in California, where most of the necessary physical infras-
tructure exists, yet transaction volume remains low. I develop a four-step empirical approach
that exploits observed choices in the existing water market, and I apply it to comprehensive
new data on California’s water economy. First, I estimate transaction costs that arise from ob-
servable factors, such as regulatory reviews, by comparing prices across transactions – made
by the same user in the same year – that are and are not subject to each factor. Second, I re-
cover equilibrium marginal valuations of water using a revealed-preference condition: marginal
valuations must be as high as the highest price paid (or as low as the lowest price accepted),
after adjusting for observable transaction costs. Third, I estimate price elasticities of demand by
exploiting supply shocks driven by weather and amplified by historical allocation rules. Finally,
I combine marginal valuations and elasticities to construct demand curves and simulate coun-
terfactual equilibria. I find that observed trading in California’s existing water market generates
consumer surplus of $150 million per year, an amount roughly equal to the annual market value
of sales. An intermediate market scenario, in which all participants trade the same percentage
of their water as today’s highest-exporting region, would create additional benefits of $480 mil-
lion per year. A fully efficient market would achieve even larger gains, which can be weighed
against the benefits of existing regulations and the costs of further strengthening markets.
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1 Introduction

Water supplies are becoming scarcer and more variable in many parts of the world (UNDP 2006).

Fueled by population pressure and climate change, water scarcity can increase poverty and conflict

(Sekhri 2014; Burke et al. 2015) and is set to worsen in the coming decades (World Bank Group

2016). To help societies adapt to water scarcity, many observers advocate for greater use of water

markets. Like other markets, water markets may yield benefits by allocating scarce resources to the

greatest social need and allowing participants to flexibly respond to changing conditions. However,

the costs of setting up water markets can be substantial, often involving major new infrastructure

for conveyance and monitoring, as well as overhauls of legal and regulatory institutions. Mean-

while, the benefits can be highly uncertain. Historical experience is thin, since robust, large-scale

water markets are rare even in wealthy industrialized countries (with the exception of Australia’s

Murray-Darling Basin). Relatively little quantitative research is available to estimate these prospec-

tive benefits and help policymakers weigh them against the costs.

In this paper, I provide an estimate of the potential gains from a more efficient water market

in California. I take a revealed-preference approach, in which welfare calculations depend on pa-

rameters that I estimate from observed trading behavior in the existing water market. I begin by

modeling California’s thin water market as an exchange economy with transaction costs, rationaliz-

ing observed transaction prices with an unobserved set of transaction costs and demand curves. As

in any exchange economy, these demand curves plus initial endowments are sufficient to find the

efficient allocation without transaction costs. I derive an empirical procedure to construct demand

curves, and I apply it to comprehensive new data on water transactions and annual entitlements in

California. Lastly, I combine the demand curves to simulate the result of a fully efficient market

and calculate the resulting gains from trade.

There are two key reasons why California is a useful setting in which to study the potential

benefits of water markets. First, there are potentially large economic gains available from water

reallocation. California has a large and diverse economy, but most of it depends on water supplies

that are imported over great distances and prone to droughts. This water is not allocated by a

price mechanism but rather according to complex, historically-determined rules and formulas. A

secondary market exists, but it is highly regulated, transaction volume is low, and price dispersion

is high. Perhaps as a result, retail prices can vary over more than two orders of magnitude: in

2017, according to their websites, commercial and industrial customers in the city of San Diego

paid $2,491 per acre-foot1, while agricultural customers less than two hours away in the Imperial

Valley paid just $20 per acre-foot. Second, substantial reallocation is achievable through policy

reforms alone. California has already built most of the physical infrastructure necessary to support

a robust water market, and it has spare capacity. Canals, pipelines, and rivers together form a nearly

complete hydrological network connecting the vast majority of water users in the state, such that it

is technologically feasible to transfer water between nearly any two consumers.

1An acre-foot, the standard unit of volume for water in California, is the amount of water that would cover one acre
of land with twelve inches of water.
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Two salient features of California’s statewide water market are high price dispersion and low

transaction volume, relative to the number of water districts and independent consumers who might

transact. To rationalize these facts as equilibrium outcomes, I model California’s water market as

an exchange economy in which consumers trade endowments of a single homogeneous good via in-

termediaries. Consumers incur transaction costs that may be location pair-specific and directionally

asymmetric. Transaction costs, which I define broadly, may arise from a range of cost factors, some

of which are observable (such as regulatory reviews or conveyance distance) and others which are

not (such as search or contracting difficulty). The results of this model rationalize a set of observed

trading outcomes with a set of demand curves and transaction costs, and they provide an equilibrium

condition that can be used to empirically recover these objects.

My goal is to calculate the possible gains from trade from an efficient market without transaction

costs. (This scenario could be achieved through a combination of deregulation – i.e., streamlining

the policies governing water transfers – and the creation of market-supporting institutions – e.g.,

setting up a central exchange – that together eliminate the wedge between buying or selling and in

situ use.) I note that the efficient allocation is fully determined by initial endowments (which can be

read directly from the data) and demand curves. To construct these demand curves and estimate the

potential gains from trade, I follow a four-step empirical procedure:

Step 1: Estimate transaction costs arising from observable cost factors, by comparing
prices across different transactions. Many water districts sell to (or buy from) more

than one other district in a given year. Sometimes, one of these transactions is subject

to an observable cost factor (such as an extra regulatory review) and another is not.

Under an assumption of perfect competition, a district transacting with multiple coun-

terparties is indifferent between them in equilibrium, so any difference in prices can

be interpreted as marginal transaction costs. By averaging over all such cases for both

buyers and sellers, I estimate the marginal transaction costs associated with specific,

observable regulatory and physical cost factors.

Step 2: Recover market participants’ marginal valuations of water at the observed equi-
librium, using revealed-preference conditions on prices. I estimate marginal valua-

tions of water for all market participants using simple revealed-preference conditions:

a buying district’s marginal valuation must be at least as high as its highest price paid,

and a selling district’s marginal valuation must be at least as low as its lowest price

accepted, after adjusting prices for observed transaction costs (as estimated in Step

1). If there are remaining unobserved transaction costs, these estimates will understate

the true dispersion in marginal valuations, in which case my final results would likely

provide a lower bound on the potential gains from trade.

Step 3: Estimate price elasticities of demand, exploiting supply shocks driven by weather
and amplified by historical allocation rules. Step 2 gives an equilibrium point on

each district’s demand curve; to extrapolate away from equilibrium, I also need an
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elasticity. To identify price elasticities of demand, I exploit California’s historically-

determined allocation rules, which turn shared precipitation shocks into vastly differ-

ent supply shocks for different regions. Because transaction costs lead to persistence

of these initial allocations, I can measure how steeply marginal valuations change in

response to exogenous changes in quantity consumed.

Step 4: Simulate the efficient allocation and calculate the resulting gains in consumer sur-
plus, by combining demand curves in an optimization problem. I first construct

demand curves by combining my estimates of equilibrium marginal valuations and de-

mand elasticities with data on equilibrium quantities. Then, I combine demand curves

in a constrained optimization problem to solve the social planner’s problem, finding

the efficient allocation and calculating the resulting gain in consumer surplus. An ideal

market could implement the efficient allocation, so this gain represents the value of

an efficient market. Since true physical transportation costs can never be eliminated, I

include them (as estimated in Step 1) in the objective function.

To conduct this empirical analysis, I construct what may be the most comprehensive dataset yet

compiled on California’s water economy. First, I assemble for the first time the universe of yearly

surface water entitlements in California, including federal and state water project allocations and

surface water rights. Second, I use a proprietary dataset on open-market water transactions that to

my knowledge is the most complete in existence; crucially, it provides a mostly complete record of

prices. I build a large crosswalk file to link users across datasets and years and a geospatial dataset

on user locations and boundaries. For supplementary analysis in an appendix, I also incorporate two

uniquely high-resolution datasets on land use and farm-level agricultural finances.

In Step 1, I document large price gaps resulting from specific cost factors. For example, I find

that transactions that must cross the Sacramento–San Joaquin Delta (an environmentally sensitive

juncture triggering additional regulatory reviews) are associated with a price premium for sellers of

$258 per acre-foot, and a price discount for buyers of $65. I interpret these as marginal transaction

costs, totaling $324 per acre-foot. These are large as compared with the mean price in my data,

$144. Other regulatory reviews also each result in similarly large marginal transaction costs. These

results suggest that if state and federal agencies reduced the compliance costs, fees, risks, and/or

water losses associated with their regulatory jurisdictions, the gains to market participants would be

on the order of several hundred dollars for every additional acre-foot transferred.

In Steps 2 and 3, I obtain two intermediate empirical results that are consistent with conventional

wisdom in California. First, equilibrium marginal valuations are about 80% higher on average

for urban districts than for agricultural districts, a relationship that has remained consistent over

time. This suggests that substantial welfare gains are available from reducing transaction costs and

enabling farms to sell more water to cities. Second, agricultural districts have more elastic water

demand than urban districts; I estimate that the price elasticity of demand is -1.40 for the agricultural

sector and -0.74 for the urban sector. This suggests that the full incidence of transaction costs in the

water market falls more heavily on agriculture.
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My central results come from Step 4. First, I find that observed trading in the existing market

achieves welfare gains of $150 million per year, an amount roughly equal to the market value of sales

($140 million per year). Then, I simulate an intermediate market scenario, in which all regions are

allowed to trade the same percentage of their water as the region that currently exports the greatest

volume of water, or 17.5%. I estimate that this intermediate scenario would result in additional gains

of $480 million per year – more than quadrupling the benefits of the existing market. Scenarios

allowing full equalization of marginal valuations (up to physical transportation costs) generate even

larger gains.

These results carry three important limitations. First, I cannot identify transaction costs that are

both unobserved and constant within user, such as search or contracting costs. This may lead my

estimates to understate the true dispersion in marginal valuations. Because greater dispersion in

marginal valuations results in greater gains from trade, my simulations likely are lower bounds on

the true potential gains. Second, I treat water districts as the key economic agents, leading me to

miss any gains from reallocation among the retail customers within these water districts.

Third, my approach accounts for only the potential benefits of water markets. It omits the ben-

efits from existing market-restricting regulations (such as achieving ecological goals and avoiding

hydrological externalities) as well as the costs of setting up market-supporting institutions (such as

expanded water-use monitoring systems or a centralized trading exchange) that may be required to

achieve the full potential benefits. Many stakeholders in California believe there is scope for reforms

to dramatically simplify regulatory review processes while accomplishing the same environmental

goals; regardless, a complete policy analysis needs to account for both the benefits and costs of

reallocating water.

Finally, in appendices, I perform two further analyses supporting these main results. First, I

conduct a reduced-form analysis of agricultural outcomes to help validate the result that marginal

valuations of water are low in agriculture relative to cities. I find that cutbacks in water entitlements

during droughts (1) do not affect whether farmers plant more or less water-intensive crops; (2)

increase land fallowing, but only by a small amount; and (3) have at most a small effect on profits.

Taken together, these results suggest that the marginal value of water is indeed low in agriculture,

and that substantial efficiency gains are available from making it easier for farmers to sell water to

urban areas.

Second, I investigate whether the price gaps I document in Step 1 might partly be explained by

market power rather than marginal transaction costs. I relax the assumption of perfect competition

and allow both buyers and sellers to exercise market power, extending my model in ways that follow

Atkin and Donaldson (2015). I then derive a further two-step empirical procedure to adjust prices

for possible markups and markdowns and to re-estimate marginal transaction costs, net of market

power. The results do not suggest that market power explains the large marginal transaction costs

I estimate in Step 1, and so I interpret the gains from trade estimated in Step 4 as true deadweight

loss rather than transfers between buyers and sellers.

This paper makes several contributions. First, I provide a new approach to estimating the
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prospective gains from trade in water markets, and I assemble new data that enables this approach to

overcome previous limitations. My approach differs from the prior literature in two important ways:

(1) it is based on a small number of parameters that are econometrically estimated within the model,

and (2) these parameters are estimated from data on observed transactions. A large literature uses

calibrated optimization models to estimate the prospective gains from water markets, for California

(Howitt et al. 1999; Sunding et al. 2002; Jenkins et al. 2003; Medellín-Azuara et al. 2007) as well

as for Australia (Peterson et al. 2005; Qureshi et al. 2009) and Chile (Rosegrant et al. 2000). While

these models incorporate rich institutional and scientific knowledge, their economic components

rely on large numbers of imputed parameters and functional form assumptions (Mérel and Howitt

2014). In contrast, my approach is more parsimonious and estimates parameters with particular

attention to causal identification. In addition, by inferring the preferences of market participants

directly from observed transactions, I sidestep the need to directly model agricultural production

functions or other fundamental determinants of water demand. Working directly with the implied

objective functions of water districts also makes my approach more policy-relevant, since these dis-

tricts will continue to be the primary market participants under most proposals aiming to strengthen

water markets. There may be additional frictions between the districts and their retail customers,

but eliminating them would likely be more difficult than simply easing trading among districts.

More generally, this paper proposes a method to analyze the welfare impacts of transaction costs

in thin asset markets. This may be particularly relevant to other settings in environmental economics,

such as pollution permits or individual transferable quotas. There is a large literature in financial

economics on thin markets and liquidity, but it is typically focused on strategic trading rather than

transaction costs (Kyle 1989; Rostek and Weretka 2012, 2015). The literature on pollution permit

markets covers the theoretical effects of market power (Hahn 1984; Malueg and Yates 2009; Liski

and Montero 2011) and transaction costs (Stavins 1995; Liski 2001), with some empirical analysis

of transaction costs (Gangadharan 2000; Cason and Gangadharan 2003), but there are few empirical

studies of the welfare impacts of transaction costs. In the context of water, Carey et al. (2002) and

Regnacq et al. (2016) study the effects of transaction costs on trading quantities in water markets,

while Ayres et al. (2017) study transaction costs in groundwater management decisions.

This paper also relates to a literature in international trade that estimates trade costs from price

gaps (Donaldson 2012; Atkin and Donaldson 2015; Bergquist 2016). Furthermore, it contributes to

a broad and growing literature on the costs of misallocation, in settings such as housing (Glaeser

and Luttmer 2003), capital (Hsieh and Klenow 2009), energy (Davis and Kilian 2011), labor (Bryan

and Morten 2015; Adamopoulos et al. 2017), and land (Restuccia and Santaeulalia-Llopis 2017).

Finally, my results contribute to a literature in agricultural economics on the value of water in

irrigated agriculture (Schlenker et al. 2007; Buck et al. 2014; Mukherjee and Schwabe 2014). I find

in both revealed-preference and profits-based analyses that the marginal value of water is small.

Prior studies find much larger estimates, but in using land values, they measure a long-run marginal

value. My approach instead measures within-year marginal values, in which farmers likely have

greater ability to substitute toward groundwater.
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2 Background on Water in California

Water is scarce in most of California, the largest economy and most populous state in the United

States. A majority of the state’s population lives in Southern California, where there is little rainfall

and no major rivers. Farms in the Central Valley, a major agricultural region, receive little rainfall

during the summer growing season and instead rely on irrigation. Most precipitation in the state

falls during the winter in mountain ranges in the north and east.

Moving water throughout the state is technologically feasible, thanks to an interconnected sys-

tem of water infrastructure that is the world’s most complex. Federal, state, and local authorities

operate canals and pipelines that, together with the river system, form a fully connected hydrolog-

ical network among the vast majority of water users in the state of California. Although there are

capacity constraints, at the margin it is possible to transfer water between nearly any two consumers

in the state.

California can be thought of as a closed hydrological system. Essentially none of its precipi-

tation flows to other states or countries. The only major water source it shares with other states is

the Colorado River, but the amounts that each state receives are governed by long-term interstate

compacts that I treat as fixed.

2.1 Water is initially allocated by fixed rules and environmental conditions

Property rights to water in California are distributed not according to private or social value but

instead following a complex system of historical precedent. Some districts and consumers hold

entitlements that are almost never curtailed, while others are rationed according to precipitation and

runoff during the previous winter. In my empirical exercises, I exploit this rationing to estimate

demand elasticities and the marginal value of water in agriculture.

I summarize California’s hierarchy of water entitlements in Figure 1. All lawful surface water

use in the state derives from a legal framework of appropriative and riparian rights. Some indepen-

dent consumers (such as rural households or isolated farmers) hold their own water rights; others

obtain water from federal or state water projects. More commonly, retail consumers (including

farms, households, and other consumers) obtain water from their local water district, which in turn

either holds its own water rights or long-term contracts with the federal or state water projects.

Water districts go by many legal classifications, such as irrigation district, water agency, or mutual

water company, and may be public, private, or a blend. They may also have multiple layers, in

which a wholesale district sells to retail districts.

The different sources of water entitlements are governed by different allocation rules:

1. Appropriative and riparian rights. Rights follow a seniority rule determined by the date of

first use; in droughts, senior rights-holders are entitled to their full claim before junior rights-

holders are entitled to any. However, it is rare for this seniority system to substantially affect

water diversions in major rivers, since the residual claimants are generally the high-volume

federal and state water projects.
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2. Central Valley Project (CVP). Operated by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (USBR), the

CVP stores and delivers water to irrigation districts, municipal water districts, and individual

farms throughout the Central Valley. Contractors do not buy water at market-clearing rates;

instead they are entitled to a certain volume of water each year. Contractors each have a fixed

maximum volume, specified in multi-decade contracts. Actual yearly allocations vary from

year to year, mostly on the basis of weather in the mountains during the previous winter, as

well as environmental regulations. Allocations are announced as percentages of maximum

contract volumes, determined separately for each of 14 contract categories based on history,

geography, and sector. Some categories tend to have priority over others, but the ordering

is neither constant (due to regional differences in water availability) nor lexicographic (like

appropriative rights) (Stene 1995).

3. State Water Project (SWP). Operated by the California Department of Water Resources

(DWR), the SWP stores and distributes water to users throughout the state. Contractors do

not buy water at market-clearing rates but rather are entitled to a certain volume of water each

year. SWP entitlements also vary from year to year on the basis of weather during the previous

winter as well as environmental regulations. Contractors each have a fixed maximum annual

volume, specified in multi-decade contracts. In droughts, all contractors receive cutbacks in

equal proportion, except before 1992 when there were different proportions for urban and

agricultural contractors. These proportions have varied from 100 percent as recently as 2006

to 5 percent of contract maximums in 2014 (California Department of Water Resources 2015).

4. Lower Colorado Project. Also operated by the USBR, the Lower Colorado Project dis-

tributes California’s share of Colorado River water (fixed in compacts dating back to 1922)

to contractors in Southern California. To date, California’s Lower Colorado contactors have

always received their full entitlements.

5. Groundwater. Local groundwater is another major source of water for both farms and cities,

but its use is generally unmonitored. Availability and pumping costs vary considerably across

regions. In this paper, I treat local groundwater supplies as fixed.

2.2 Secondary markets are inhibited by transaction costs

Because water is not allocated according to a price mechanism, a robust secondary market might

be expected. In fact, California’s statewide water market is thin. Figure 2 plots the total volume of

market transactions over time, as compared with total water supply, using data described in Section

4.

I focus on the statewide water market, which I define as transactions directly among districts and

other independent consumers at freely negotiated prices. This definition excludes transactions be-

tween wholesale districts and retail districts, and between retail districts and retail consumers. Such

transactions take place within fixed, long-term relationships in which neither prices nor quantities
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are always flexible. It also excludes transactions involving retail customers within a water district.

Intra-district transactions between consumers are rare in urban water districts but common in some

irrigation districts. Unfortunately, data is scarce: even when districts keep records of these transac-

tions, they rarely record prices. Retail consumers are usually not allowed or able to negotiate their

own transactions with external districts; instead they must rely on their own district to represent

their interests on the statewide water market.

Many factors may make transactions in this market costly. Next, I outline a typology of trans-

action costs, building on Regnacq et al. (2016), Scheer (2016), and others.

Administrative transaction costs To trade water, a buyer or seller must first search for a

potential trading partner. Without a central exchange, this happens mostly by word of mouth in

social networks; sometimes a professional broker helps with matchmaking. There is no single

standard contract for water transactions. The buyer and seller must negotiate over the quantity,

duration, price, payment terms, delivery date, point of delivery, and delivery pathway. Transaction

durations fall into two basic types: (1) permanent sales of water rights or contract entitlements,

and (2) intra-year leases, in which the seller transfers a certain quantity of water while retaining

the underlying entitlement. Together, search and contracting processes may create considerable

administrative transaction costs, both explicit (i.e., attorney fees) and implicit (e.g., hassle costs),

for both buyers and sellers.

Physical transaction costs Water is heavy; moving it from one place to another is costly. Wa-

ter is lost in conveyance to evaporation and percolation. Pumping water uphill into canals requires

energy to run turbines. Not all transactions incur these costs: upstream transfers may not incur

any conveyance losses, while downstream transfers on a river may not incur any pumping costs.

However, these pure physical costs may differ from the costs directly incurred by buyers or sellers.

Transactors pay “wheeling” charges to the owners of the intermediate conveyance facilities along

the delivery pathway, including canals, pumping stations, and reservoirs. Wheeling charges are not

generally equal to the true physical marginal cost of conveyance and pumping; some stakeholders

believe they are often substantially higher (Western Water Company 2000).

Regulatory transaction costs Proposed transactions can be subject to regulatory review by

three main agencies: California’s State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB), California’s

Department of Water Resources (DWR), and the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (USBR). Some trans-

actions are reviewed by counties. Depending on the proposed source and destination, transactions

may be reviewed by more than one of these agencies, or none of them.

In these reviews, agencies (1) require sellers to compile records proving they have legal enti-

tlement to the water and physical ability to transfer it; (2) carefully estimate consumptive use (the

amount not returned to the water system); (3) set up monitoring systems to verify sellers do not

continue using water once transferred; (4) conduct extensive environmental impact analyses to meet
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requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the California Environmental

Quality Act (CEQA); (5) estimate impacts on the local economy; and (6) schedule delivery for

a time with available capacity (California State Water Resources Control Board 1999; California

Department of Water Resources and U.S. Bureau of Reclamation 2015).

Transactions that move water across the Sacramento–San Joaquin Delta, the biggest bottleneck

in the system, must meet additional environmental regulations concerning outflow volumes, salinity

levels, and endangered fish. These transactions can be risky; because the DWR and USBR are

sometimes not allowed to pump water into their canals, there is no guarantee that the seller’s water

will actually reach the buyer. In addition, these transactions are assessed “carriage losses” to satisfy

environmental goals and regulatory constraints.

In sum, regulatory reviews may create substantial policy-induced transaction costs, which again

may be explicit or implicit. Explicit costs include agency review fees and the engineering fees to

prepare documents. Implicit costs include the hassle or general disutility from the process, the time

costs of the review plus its public notice and public comment periods, and the risks of disapproval

or delivery failure. Both buyers and sellers may bear these costs.

Political-economy transaction costs Implicit transaction costs may also arise from political

economy effects. First, water districts imperfectly represent the interests of their retail customers,

driving a wedge between statewide water prices and an individual farmer’s or household’s willing-

ness to pay or to accept. This is especially relevant in districts controlled by popular vote rather

than property value or land area. Second, farmers may be reluctant to sell water because they fear

voters will think they don’t need it and may take away their property rights in the future (Carey and

Sunding 2001).

Many types of transaction costs may be pure loss to society, such as administrative costs. Some

types may represent transfers, in the case of attorney fees. Others may have important benefits

in preventing negative externalities. Environmental reviews protect public goods like wildlife and

ecosystem services, and determining consumptive use protects the property rights of downstream

users. Political economy constraints may help prevent pecuniary externalities to the origin commu-

nity.

However, the evidentiary standards for regulatory approval of water transactions are much

higher than for the use of the water in the first place. Many stakeholders have proposed reforms

that could accomplish many of the same regulatory goals while streamlining the process (Western

Water Company 2000; Culp et al. 2014; Gray et al. 2015; Association of California Water Agencies

2016). In my analysis, I focus on the costs of these regulations, which then can be weighed against

their benefits. In addition to the costs incurred for transactions that do take place, transaction costs

also may prevent many mutually beneficial trades from occurring.
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3 Theoretical Framework

In this section I lay out a model of California’s water market to guide my empirical analysis. This

model serves two purposes. First, it allows me to rationalize transactions in the data as equilibrium

outcomes that are consistent with a conceptually precise set of demand curves and transaction costs.

This can explain the high price dispersion and low transaction volume seen in California, and it also

clarifies the relationship between the observed equilibrium and the efficient allocation. Second, the

model yields equilibrium conditions that allow me to empirically identify these demand curves and

find the efficient allocation.

I first present a simplified graphical model to build intuition. I then model an exchange economy

in which consumers trade endowments of a homogeneous good through intermediaries, which incur

transaction costs. Finally, I derive my four-step empirical procedure.

3.1 Simplified graphical model

Consider two districts, d and o (for destination and origin), which might be thought of as an urban

water district d and agricultural irrigation district o. They have initial endowments of water Eo and

Ed and inverse demand curves Vd(Qd) and Vo(Qo), which give their consumers’ marginal valuations

of water as a function of quantity demanded. Figure 3 plots these two inverse demand curves, with

the axis reversed for district o and lined up such that the overall width of the graph is equal to the

overall resource constraint – the sum of the endowments – in the style of an Edgeworth box.

If consumers in these two districts were allowed to costlessly trade with each other, we would

expect them to arrive at the competitive equilibrium, resulting in allocation (Q∗d ,Q
∗
o) and price P∗.

Suppose they instead arrive at allocation (Q′d ,Q
′
o) and transaction price Pod . Also suppose that each

district is internally efficient such that at this new allocation they reach internally district-clearing

prices Pd =Vd(Q′d) and Po =Vo(Q′o), where Pd > Pod > Po. How can we make sense of this scenario,

in which three different prices are observed in equilibrium?

Observation 1: Transaction costs can rationalize price gaps. Different prices can be observed

in equilibrium within and across districts if trade across districts incurs a marginal (per-unit) trans-

action cost. In Figure 3, buyers in d must be paying per-unit transaction cost τb = Pd −Pod , while

sellers in o must be paying transaction cost τs = Pod −Po. These transaction costs shift down the

buyer’s marginal willingness-to-pay for cross-district trade, Vd − τb, relative to its marginal valua-

tion: the buyer requires a price discount equal to the transaction costs in order to be indifferent be-

tween origins. Similarly, the seller’s marginal willingness-to-accept for cross-district trade, Vo +τs,

is higher than its marginal valuation: the seller requires a price premium in order to be indifferent

between destinations. Under an assumption of perfect competition, transaction costs must be ex-

actly equal to the price gap. If they were lower, the buyer and seller would trade more, and if they

were higher, the buyer and seller would trade less (or not at all).
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Observation 2: Potential gains from trade can be estimated with knowledge of demand curves
and initial endowments. The welfare gains from reducing transaction costs can be calculated

as the change in consumer surplus of the two districts. This equals ∆CSd +∆CSo, as shown in

Figure 3. Buyers’ consumer surplus is standard welfare analysis; sellers’ consumer surplus here is

analogous to producer surplus. Four vectors of information suffice to approximate this gain: initial

endowments (Ed ,Eo), baseline allocation (Q′d ,Q
′
o), internal prices at this allocation (Pd ,Po), and

demand elasticities (ηd ,ηo).

Unfortunately, Pd and Po are unobserved in my data, which contains mostly cross-district trans-

actions. To overcome this obstacle, below I develop an empirical approach leveraging the fact that

districts often trade with more than one other district.

3.2 Model of an exchange economy with transaction costs

I now develop a more formal model, in order to more precisely clarify the insights above, micro-

found them with explicit assumptions, and extend them to more than two consumers. In this model,

two layers of intermediaries engage in spatial arbitrage of a homogeneous good across districts.

Intermediaries, which might be thought of as brokers representing each district, incur transaction

costs that may be district pair-specific and directionally asymmetric. This reflects that physical,

regulatory, and other costs vary not only across buyers and sellers but also by who they choose to

transact with, and in which direction. Perfect competition leads to the result that prices equalize

marginal valuations, up to transaction costs.

The primary purposes of the model are to (1) rationalize price dispersion in equilibrium, and (2)

motivate the idea that water market participants buy at their marginal willingness to pay and sell at

their marginal willingness to accept. Several alternative models can obtain these same basic results.

Here I present a model with intermediaries and perfect competition because it is relatively simple

and may be familiar from the international trade literature. In Appendix C, I describe a potentially

more realistic bargaining model, in which water districts directly engage in simultaneous bilateral

negotiations. As individual transaction volumes become small relative to total quantities consumed,

prices given by the Nash bargaining solutions (within a Nash equilibrium across negotiations) con-

verge to the result from the perfectly competitive model shown here.

Consider N water districts indexed by n (or by o for origin and d for destination). Each district

has initial endowment En of a single homogeneous good (water) that is allocated efficiently among

a continuum of consumers. Consumers’ preferences can be aggregated such that each district has

an inverse demand function Vn(Qn), which gives marginal valuations as a function of quantity con-

sumed Qn. Inverse demand is decreasing and twice differentiable.

Trade across districts is conducted by two layers of intermediaries. In each district, selling inter-

mediaries (“sellers”) can buy units of water from consumers (at their marginal valuations Vo(Qo))

and sell to buying intermediaries (“buyers”) in another district. Buyers, in turn, buy water from

sellers and can sell to consumers in their own district (at their marginal valuations Vd(Qd)). Sellers

and buyers meet at exchange points unique to each pair of districts, where prices Pod are determined.
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Each transaction i generates transaction costs for both sellers and buyers:

Assumption 1. Per-unit transaction costs. To complete a transaction of qiod units of water, sellers

and buyers each incur constant marginal transaction costs. They are non-negative and may be

specific to each origin-destination district pair:

(Sellers) Cs
od(qiod)≡ τ

s
odqiod (1)

(Buyers) Cb
od(qiod)≡ τ

b
odqiod .

These transaction costs capture not only physical transportation costs and legal contracting costs

but also factors such as hassle costs, regulatory costs, and political pressures – anything that intro-

duces a wedge between the value of the good for a consumer’s own use and its value in a transaction.

Note that this assumption rules out fixed costs of trading, which simplifies the model. This approx-

imation still reflects many aspects of California’s water market: some percentage of water is lost in

conveyance, larger transactions receive greater regulatory scrutiny, owners of canals and pipelines

often charge per-unit fees (“wheeling” charges), and larger transactions may generate more political

backlash.

I make one more key simplifying assumption:

Assumption 2. Perfect competition. Each district has enough intermediaries that they behave as

price takers. That is, the quantity sold or purchased by any one intermediary does not affect the

equilibrium price for any district pair: dPod/dqiod = 0 for all o and d.

In Appendix B, I relax this assumption and conduct my empirical analysis allowing for markups

or markdowns by either buyers or sellers. There, I find little evidence that market power explains

the observable transaction costs that I estimate below.

Sellers and buyers choose non-negative quantities for each origin and destination pair od to

maximize net profits:

(Sellers) maxqs
iod

Podqs
iod−Vo(Qo)qs

iod− τs
odqs

iod s.t. qs
iod ≥ 0 (2)

(Buyers) maxqb
iod

Vd(Qd)qb
iod−Podqb

iod− τb
odqb

iod s.t. qb
iod ≥ 0

Each problem has two candidate solutions. First, sellers and buyers may not trade at all (qs
iod = 0,

qb
iod = 0). If sellers’ transaction costs are too large, or marginal valuations in the origin district

are too high (Vo(Qo)+ τs
od > Pod), sellers will not trade. If buyers’ transaction costs are too large,

or marginal valuations in the destination district are too low (Pod > Vd(Qd)− τb
od), buyers will not

trade. In order for trading quantities to be positive, there must be non-negative marginal surplus

between the seller and buyer: Vd(Qd)− τb
od ≥Vo(Qo)+ τs

od .
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If buyers and sellers do trade, taking first-order conditions yields my main result:

(Sellers) Pod =Vo(Qo)+ τ
s
od (3)

(Buyers) Pod =Vd(Qd)− τ
b
od .

That is, if two districts trade at all, the price between each pair of districts equalizes sellers’ marginal

willingness to accept with buyers’ marginal willingness to pay. Relative to marginal valuations, the

negotiated price gives a premium to the seller, and a discount to the buyer, that is exactly large

enough to compensate for the transaction costs that each incurs. These are the key conditions I use

in my empirical analysis. As I will show, I directly observe prices, but not marginal valuations or

transaction costs. However, because marginal valuations vary only by district, while transaction

costs vary by district pair, I can separately identify them empirically.

Trading quantities traded are defined implicitly by combining the inverse demand curves Vo(Qo)

and Vd(Qd) with the market clearing condition: the sum of quantities sold by sellers must equal the

sum of quantities bought by buyers. Intuitively, in partial equilibrium (holding constant transactions

in all other pairs of districts), sellers and buyers keep increasing quantities until the marginal surplus

is arbitraged away and the first-order conditions are met. In general equilibrium, quantities adjust

so that each district’s marginal valuation is equalized across all of the other districts it sells to or

buys from.

Consumer surplus for each district is calculated by comparing demand curves with transaction

expenditures or revenues. For a district that buys water, its consumers obtain consumer surplus equal

to the difference between marginal willingness to pay and transaction expenditures, summed over

all quantities purchased in excess of the endowment. For a district that sells water, its consumers

obtain consumer surplus equal to the difference between transaction revenues and willingness to

accept, summed over all quantities sold from the endowment.2 Expressing these mathematically,

consumer surplus at quantity Qn is defined as:

(Buying District) CSd(Qd)≡
∫ Qd

Ed

Vd(ϕ)dϕ−∑
o

Podqod−∑
o

τ
b
odqod (4)

(Selling District) CSo(Qo)≡
∫ Qo

Eo

Vo(ϕ)dϕ +∑
d

Podqod−∑
d

τ
s
odqod

where qod ≡ ∑i qiod is the sum of quantities traded by all intermediaries for that district. Because at

equilibrium a district’s marginal values are equalized across transactions (Vd(Qd) = Pod + τb
od and

Vo(Qo) = Pod− τs
od , from Equation 3), consumer surplus can also be written as:

CSn(Qn) =
∫ Qn

En

[
Vn(ϕ)−Vn(Qn)

]
dϕ. (5)

2This is identical to buyer’s consumer surplus, for negative quantities relative to the endowment. On a graph, the
seller’s consumer surplus appears similar to producer surplus, but it is determined from a demand curve, not a supply
curve – sellers in an exchange economy do not produce anything.
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3.3 From theory to estimation

Using this theoretical framework, I now derive my empirical procedure. My goals are to (1) find

the competitive equilibrium without transaction costs, and (2) calculate the resulting change in

consumer surplus. With knowledge of the demand functions Vn(Qn) and initial endowments En,

the competitive equilibrium (in a counterfactual efficient market) can be found by solving the social

planner’s problem. That is: choose Qn for all districts n to maximize the sum of all districts’

consumer surplus, subject to the resource constraint that the sum of quantities must be equal to the

sum of initial endowments. From there it is straightforward to calculate consumer surplus, using

Equation 5.

The main empirical task is to estimate demand curves, since initial endowments can be read

directly from the data. Demand curves are comprised of marginal valuations at different values

of quantity. Given equilibrium marginal valuations and quantities in multiple time periods, I can

estimate price elasticities and reconstruct these demand functions. To estimate marginal valuations

in each time period, I rely on the result that prices equalize up to transaction costs, and add two more

assumptions. At this point I introduce time subscripts t, allowing all variables and parameters to

vary arbitrarily across time periods and making further restrictions when needed. (In my empirical

application I define a time period as one year; this is a reasonable approximation since almost two-

thirds of observed transactions are arranged in the same three-month period of May through July.)

3.3.1 Obtaining marginal valuations by estimating transaction costs from observable factors

The first task is to estimate marginal valuations for all districts in each period, Vnt(Qnt). Ideally,

marginal valuations would be observed directly in the data – for example, from prices on intra-

district water markets. Unfortunately, these internal prices are difficult to obtain, and most water

districts appear to not keep systematic records. Most observations in my dataset are cross-district

transactions.

Instead, I can estimate marginal valuations by comparing prices across a district’s transactions

in each period. Combining the result that prices equal marginal willingness to pay (Equation 3)

with the fact that transaction costs are non-negative (Assumption 1), it follows that Podt ≤ Vdt

for all buying districts d: all prices paid by a buying district are less than its marginal valuation.

Therefore, I can lower-bound a buying district’s marginal valuation with the highest price it paid:

Vdt ≥ maxo{Podt}. By a parallel argument, all prices accepted by a selling district are higher than

its marginal valuation (Podt ≥Vot for all selling districts o) so I can upper-bound a selling district’s

marginal valuation with the lowest price it accepted: Vot ≤mind{Podt}.
However, I can improve on these bounds by leveraging information across transactions. Al-

though the overall levels of transaction costs τs
odt and τb

odt are unobserved, portions of these costs

may be due to observable cost factors, such as conveyance distance or specific regulatory reviews.

Many of these observable factors vary across transactions, generating within-district variation that

I can use to estimate factor-specific transaction costs. Then, I can use these estimates to adjust raw
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prices and obtain tighter bounds on marginal valuations.

For example, suppose I observe Redding selling both to Sacramento at $50 and to Los Angeles

at $70, where the sale to Los Angeles undergoes a regulatory review that the sale to Sacramento does

not. I bound Redding’s marginal valuation as no more than $50 and interpret the price difference

– $20 – as the cost of this review nominally incident on Redding. Then, if I also observe Fairfield

selling to Los Angeles for $80, and I know this transaction undergoes the same regulatory review as

the Redding–Los Angeles sale, I can leverage this information. I know that this regulatory review

costs sellers $20, so I can improve my upper bound of Fairfield’s marginal valuation from $80 to

$60.

To formalize this intuition, I first make a further assumption on the functional form of transaction

costs.

Assumption 3. Factor-specific transaction costs are additively linear and constant across trans-
actions. Transaction costs can be decomposed as τs

odt = τsBod + τ̃s
odt (for sellers) and τb

odt =

τbBod + τ̃b
odt (for buyers), where Bod is a vector of observable transaction cost factors and τs and

τb are vectors of coefficients, and all parameter and cost factor values are non-negative.

This carries three substantive restrictions: first, transaction costs arising from specific cost fac-

tors Bod are constant across consumers with the same values of Bod ; second, they are constant across

time; and third, cost factors do not interact with each other – when a transaction is subject to mul-

tiple cost factors, the total costs equal the sum of their parts. In principle I could relax either the

first or the second restriction, but not both; for τs and τb to be identified, they must be constant in at

least one dimension. The third restriction in principle could be relaxed nonparametrically.

Next, recall that Equation 3 relates observed prices to transaction costs and marginal valuations.

Both of the latter are unobserved in levels, but some components of transaction costs vary observably

across transactions while marginal valuations do not. Combining that result with Assumption 3

yields

(Sellers) Podt = αot + τ
sBod + ε

s
odt (6)

(Buyers) Podt = αdt + τ
bBod + ε

b
odt ,

where the α’s collect terms fixed within consumer and year (αot ≡ Vot +Ed [τ̃
s
odt ]; αdt ≡ Vdt +

Eo[τ̃
b
odt ]) and the ε’s collect miscellaneous terms (εs

odt ≡ τ̃s
odt −Ed [τ̃

s
odt ]; εb

odt ≡ τ̃b
odt −Eo[τ̃

b
odt ]) that

I will treat as econometric errors.

Consistent estimators of τs and τb, which I describe in Section 5, then will allow me to more

strongly bound marginal valuations. Before considering transaction costs, my best upper bound for

sellers was the lowest price: Vot ≤ Podt ∀d. Now, I can improve on this by adjusting these raw prices

with estimated transaction costs:

(Sellers) Vot ≤ Podt − τsBod ∀d (7)

(Buyers) Vdt ≥ Podt + τbBod ∀o,
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which I obtain from Equation 3 and the assumption that all components of transaction costs are

weakly positive (Assumption 3). Note that τs and τb are constant effects under Assumption 3, so

these bounds hold exactly, not in expectation.

Finally, I assume that these bounds are “good enough,” which allows me to interpret both

marginal valuations and gains from trade as point estimates rather than bounds:

Assumption 4. Unobserved transaction costs are zero for at least one transaction. Unobserved

transaction costs τ̃s
odt and τ̃b

odt are zero for the transaction in each district and period with the lowest

(for selling districts) or highest (for buying districts) adjusted price.

This assumption implies that Equation 7 holds with equality for at least one transaction per

district and period:

(Sellers) Vot = min
d
{Podt − τ

sBod} (8)

(Buyers) Vdt = max
o
{Podt + τ

bBod}.

If this assumption is not true, then I will understate the dispersion in marginal valuations. Because

more dispersion means more mutually beneficial transactions, my estimates of the potential gains

from trade would likely be a lower bound. However, this assumption may not be unreasonable,

since my empirical estimates of τs will be large enough to put some sellers’ marginal valuations Vot

near zero.

Note that this procedure accounts for both observed and unobserved transaction costs. Observed

transaction costs are reflected by adjusting prices for estimated costs of observable cost factors.

Even after adjusting prices, though, prices may vary across transactions due to differing unobserv-

able cost factors. Taking the minimum (or maximum) across these adjusted prices accounts for (at

least some) unobserved transaction costs.

3.3.2 Estimating demand elasticities

My next task is to construct demand curves from these marginal valuations; specifically, inverse

demand functions Vn(Qn) that describe how marginal valuations vary with quantities. The previous

procedure yields marginal valuations in each period Vnt , which I can use along with temporal varia-

tion in quantities Qnt to estimate the function Vnt = fn(Qnt). This can be done using any consistent

estimator.

In practice, the classic endogeneity problem posed by the joint determination of prices and

quantities makes it difficult to find such a consistent estimator. To overcome this, I instrument for

quantities using yearly water entitlements. Entitlements are driven by the interaction of weather

fluctuations with historically-determined allocation rules, making their year-to-year variation likely

exogenous. The disadvantage of this quasi-experimental approach is that it cannot approximate

fn(Qnt) very flexibly. I will assume that demand is isoelastic in the range between observed and

optimal quantities, with constant elasticities per sector.
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3.3.3 Finding the efficient allocation and calculating consumer surplus

Finally, upon obtaining demand curves Vn(Qn), I can find the efficient allocation by solving the

social planner’s problem. This is a constrained optimization exercise in which I choose Qn for all

districts n to maximize total consumer surplus, subject to the resource constraint that the sum of

quantities must be equal to the sum of initial endowments. The total gain in consumer surplus

is equal to the potential gains from an efficient water market without transaction costs (neither

observed nor unobserved).

If Assumption 4 does not hold and instead there are unobserved transaction costs that affect all

transactions, my estimate of this solution will be a lower bound of the true potential gains. This is

because my estimates of Vn will be biased, understating the true dispersion in marginal valuations.

To see this graphically in Figure 3, consider the efficient equilibrium between buying district d and

selling district o calculated using their true demand curves, labeled with price P′. If I omit some

unobserved transaction costs, I may underestimate marginal valuations for buyers and overestimate

them for sellers, leading me to obtain the demand curves shown in dashed lines. Using these demand

curves to calculate the efficient allocation would result in the equilibrium labeled with price Pod . The

resulting consumer surplus is the triangle to the left of the dashed demand curves. Relative to this,

the true equilibrium at P′ reallocates a greater quantity of water, creating a larger area of consumer

surplus.

I also note two implications of using consumer surplus as my welfare measure. First, it relies on

the Pareto welfare criterion, which treats any voluntary transaction as inherently good and rules out

any notion of merit goods – in which society might value certain parties holding possession of water

more than the parties themselves do. Second, it does not account for any externalities associated

with reallocation. Quantifying the externalities of water markets is beyond the scope of this paper,

but a complete policy analysis should account for them.

3.3.4 Summary of empirical procedure

Summarizing the discussion in this section, I propose an empirical procedure to estimate the poten-

tial gains from trade in a thin exchange economy with transaction costs. This procedure has four

steps:

• Step 1: Estimate transaction costs from observable cost factors. Find cost factors that

are both observable and heterogeneous across transactions. Estimate the transaction costs

associated with these cost factors from variation in prices across transactions within consumer

and year.

• Step 2: Recover equilibrium marginal valuations. First adjust prices by these observable

transaction costs, applying the knowledge that consumers must be compensated for transac-

tion costs in order to agree to the transaction. Then adjust for unobservable transaction costs

by taking each buyer’s highest adjusted price paid, and each seller’s lowest adjusted price

accepted, as final estimates of marginal valuations.
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• Step 3: Estimate demand curves. Combine these equilibrium marginal valuations with

data on quantities to measure the relationship between them. Use instrumental variables to

overcome the problem of joint determination and obtain consistent estimates of demand pa-

rameters.

• Step 4: Simulate counterfactual allocations. Combine demand curves to find the quantity

vector that maximizes total consumer surplus, and calculate the resulting consumer surplus.

A remaining concern is that some of the estimated price gaps may in fact represent markups, rather

than true transaction costs. To see this, consider a decomposition Podt =Vot(Qot)+τs
odt +µs

odt , where

µs
odt > 0 is an ologopolistic markup; here, markups are empirically isomorphic to transaction costs.

The assumptions of my model rule out the successful exercise of market power by either side of the

market, but if these assumptions are false, then my estimation procedure for marginal transaction

costs would also pick up differences in markups that are correlated with the transaction cost factors.

Such markups could arise if, for example, most sellers in a low-valuation region find it prohibitively

expensive to sell to a high-valuation region, leaving buyers in the high-valuation region with access

to only a small number of effective potential sellers.

I explore this possibility in Appendix B. There, I present an alternative model that allows both

buyers and sellers to exploit market power, and I derive and perform an empirical procedure based

on Atkin and Donaldson (2015) that adjusts raw prices for market power, using estimated pass-

through rates as sufficient statistics. Then I repeat Step 1, again estimating marginal transaction

costs, but using these adjusted prices. I find that estimates are noisier, but if anything, marginal

transaction costs are larger. I conclude that the issue of market power is small relative to transaction

costs, and so I proceed with the assumption of perfect competition.

4 New Data on California’s Water Economy

To conduct my empirical analysis, I compile new data on California’s water economy. I assem-

ble for the first time the universe of yearly surface water entitlements in California. I also use a

proprietary dataset on open-market water transactions in California that is significantly more com-

plete than publicly available datasets. To link across datasets and complete the analysis, I build a

large crosswalk file and a geospatial dataset on user locations and boundaries. For further analysis

of agricultural outcomes (Appendix A), I further incorporate two uniquely high-resolution datasets

on agriculture in California: (1) a satellite-derived remote sensing product for land use, and (2)

microdata from the Census of Agriculture for agricultural finances.

4.1 Water transactions

No government agency or other institution maintains a centralized listing of all water transactions

in California. Instead, I use a proprietary dataset compiled by WestWater Research, LLC. To my
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knowledge, this is the most complete dataset of water transactions in California. One water trans-

actions dataset has been assembled and made publicly available by Gary Libecap at the University

of California, Santa Barbara (e.g., Brewer et al. 2008); however, it has only a fraction of the trans-

actions in California as the WestWater dataset. Another dataset has been assembled by Ellen Hanak

at the Public Policy Institute of California, but it is not public. This dataset also appears to focus

on transaction volume rather than prices (Hanak and Stryjewski 2012), whereas prices are mostly

complete in the WestWater dataset.

I focus on the spot market (within-year leases) as opposed to permanent transfer of rights. The

WestWater dataset includes 4,906 spot market transactions, of which prices are available for 4,415.

Table 1 shows summary statistics. Panel A shows that the distribution of volumes is highly dis-

persed, most transactions are within region, transactions across regions tend to have larger volumes

but similar prices, and the mean price is $145 per acre-foot, in 2010 dollars. Panel B shows that the

Sacramento River hydrologic region is the greatest net exporter, the San Joaquin River and Tulare

Lake regions are the greatest net importers, and the South Lahontan hydrologic region accounts for

the majority of observations but a relatively small proportion of the total volume. Figure 4 shows

the distribution of prices on a base-10 logarithmic scale; transactions are centered around $100-200

but have substantial mass in the tails.

I identify the geographic location and sector (urban/municipal, agricultural, or environmental)

of most buyers and sellers in the data, using several methods described in Appendix E.

4.2 Water entitlements

I assemble the universe of surface water entitlements in California, by user, sector, and year, from

1980 through 2016. By entitlements I mean water allocated to institutions or individuals on the

basis of property rights or fixed long-term contracts. There are four sources of entitlements: Central

Valley Project (CVP) allocations, State Water Project (SWP) allocations, Lower Colorado Project

entitlements, and surface water rights. This compilation takes advantage of recently available data

on water use under surface water rights, made possible by a new law that required all surface water

rights holders to report their water use starting in 2010.

For all sources, I construct entitlements by multiplying a time-invariant baseline maximum en-

titlement by a year-varying allocation percentage. This ensures that when using fixed effects, all

identifying variation comes from changing allocation percentages (which are driven by weather

and hydrologic conditions) rather than changing maximum entitlements (which may be endoge-

nously selected), although in most cases, maximum entitlements are fixed over multiple decades.

For the CVP, allocation percentages vary across both years and contract types; for the SWP, al-

location percentages are constant across users, varying only across year. For water rights and the

Lower Colorado Project, these allocation percentages are always 100%; they do not contribute to

the identifying variation.

For project entitlements, maximum contract amounts and yearly percentage allocations come

from archives of the California Department of Water Resources (DWR) and U.S. Bureau of Recla-
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mation (USBR). For surface water rights, I use self-reported diversions collected by the State Water

Resources Control Board (SWRCB) rather than the face value of rights, which are often outdated

for post-1914 appropriative rights and are not recorded for pre-1914 or riparian rights. It is reason-

able to treat these reported diversions as the full, legally defensible value of present water rights,

since they are public information and thus could potentially be used in future legal disputes.

I also combine entitlements and transactions to calculate another useful variable: quantity con-

sumed. Because I cannot directly measure water consumption, I construct quantity consumed by

summing (1) entitlements, (2) quantity purchased minus quantity sold from transactions data, and

(3) mean groundwater supply as estimated by DWR, all within market and year. (I discuss the defi-

nition of market below in Section 7.) Details of sources, cleaning, and processing of these variables

are described in Appendix E.

4.3 Crosswalk file and user locations file

To link users across datasets, I build a crosswalk file that accounts for variations and errors in names

as well as mergers and name changes across time. This file has 28,764 entries (input names) pointing

to 14,830 targets (output names). To identify the locations, boundaries, and areas of water users, I

combine several publicly available shapefiles into a single geospatial dataset. Details of the sources

and construction of these files are described in Appendix E.

5 Step 1: Estimating Transaction Costs from Observable Factors

The first step in my empirical approach is to estimate marginal transaction costs from observable

cost factors. To do this, I find cost factors that are both observable and heterogeneous across trans-

actions, and then I estimate the transaction costs associated with these cost factors from variation in

prices. The intuition is that in equilibrium, a consumer selling to two buyers is indifferent between

them at the margin, so any difference between them can be interpreted as marginal transaction costs.

5.1 Selecting cost factors

Transaction costs may arise from a litany of cost factors, which may fall into physical, administra-

tive, policy-induced, or political-economy categories. I start with the typology of transaction cost

factors in Section 2.2, compiled from institutional knowledge. For some of these cost factors, there

are populations of both sellers and buyers for whom the factor is incident on some trading partners

but not others. Comparing prices across these trading partners, within these populations of sellers

and buyers, can identify the marginal transaction costs.

From this list, I select the cost factors that are both (a) observable, and (b) heterogeneous across

trading partners. These are the cost factors whose marginal transaction costs can be economet-

rically identified. Cost factors that are common to all of a consumer’s transactions (such as the
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costs of writing a contract, or disutility from market participation), are excluded because they are

indistinguishable in price data from a level shift in marginal valuations.

In Table 2, I list the cost factors that meet these criteria, along with their populations and iden-

tifying comparisons. They are distance and several types of regulatory reviews: crossing the Sacra-

mento–San Joaquin Delta, and reviews by each of several state, federal, and local government agen-

cies.

5.2 Econometric specification

I stack the selected cost factors into a vector Bod , depending on seller (origin) o and buyer (destina-

tion) d. Most of these cost factors are discrete, so I use binary indicator variables; distance enters

linearly. I also include interactions of the discrete cost factors where they exist in the data, in order

to allow transaction costs to vary by the presence of other cost factors.

Then, to identify marginal transaction costs nominally incident on sellers, I regress price Pjodt in

transaction j in year t on this vector Bod and seller-by-year fixed effects. Similarly, to identify costs

incident on buyers, I use buyer-by-year fixed effects. The resulting regressions precisely follow the

identification result derived earlier (Equation 6 in Section 3.3.1):

(Sellers) Pjodt = αot + τ
sBod + ε

s
jodt (9)

(Buyers) Pjodt = αdt + τ
bBod + ε

b
jodt ,

The seller regression measures price gaps across transactions within seller and year. That is, it

isolates cases in which a seller completed transactions with two different buyers in the same year,

of which one was subject to a particular cost factor and the other was not. Each coefficient τs
h (on

the hth cost factor indexed in Bod) then is a regression-weighted average of the price differences in

all such cases. The intuition is that if the seller has to pay greater transaction costs to complete a

transaction, the price received must be higher to compensate.

For this regression to produce an unbiased estimate of τs
h, I also need to assume selection on

observables: that unobserved determinants of prices are uncorrelated with the cost factors Bod . In

the special case where all other components of transaction costs are equal except those associated

with the cost factors Bod , this condition follows immediately from my model. This is because in

equilibrium, prices equalize marginal willingness to accept across trading partners, so prices are

affected only by marginal valuations and transaction costs. Marginal valuations are absorbed by

the seller-by-year fixed effects, as are transaction costs common to all transactions, leaving only

variation in transaction costs that differ across transactions.

In the more general case where transaction costs vary arbitrarily across transactions, the assump-

tion of mean independence is stronger. It requires that, conditional on seller and year, the selected

cost factors are uncorrelated with other unobserved cost factors (or, without the assumptions of

the model, other determinants of price). In robustness checks, I partially test this assumption by
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exploring whether the coefficient estimates change when I include other covariates.

The buyer regressions have exactly mirrored conditions and interpretations: τb
h measures differ-

ences in prices paid by a buyer to different sellers. I cluster standard errors in all regressions at the

level of subregion-by-year3 to allow for local spatial correlation.

Finally, in alternative specifications, I use coarser fixed effects. In these specifications, I also

include binary indicator variables for the identifying population. These restrict the control group,

ensuring that τs and τb are identified from only the comparisons shown in Table 2. With buyer- or

seller-specific fixed effects, these indicators are redundant, since they vary only by buyer or seller.

5.3 Results

Aggregated cost factors First, I show that the major discrete cost factors create large marginal

transaction costs. To do this, I create a summary variable that indicates whether a transaction is

subject to any major regulatory review (cost factors 2-5 in Table 2; I exclude county reviews since

these affect relatively few transactions) beyond the minimum number of reviews incurred in all of

the district’s transactions. I then run the regressions in Equation 9, where the vector of cost factors

Bod includes distance, this summary variable, and a placebo test: an indicator for whether the

transfer crosses sectors, from agricultural to urban. To my knowledge, there is nothing specific to

cross-sector transfers that lead them to incur greater transaction costs than comparable within-sector

transfers.

Table 3, Panel A shows these first results. Columns (4) and (8) present my preferred specifica-

tions, with seller-by-year and buyer-by-year fixed effects. They show that the major discrete cost

factors are indeed costly: prices received by sellers are $89 per acre-foot higher for transactions

subject to one of these cost factors, relative to other transactions by the same seller in the same

year. Similarly, prices paid by buyers are $162 per acre-foot lower. These estimates are quite large,

considering the mean price in the sample is $144 (conditional on any regulatory review, $233), and

their 95% confidence intervals both exclude zero. Distance appears much less important: for buyers,

transacting from a seller 100 km away is worth a discount of only $6.70; for sellers, the point esti-

mate is even smaller in magnitude. Neither distance coefficient is statistically distinguishable from

zero. Cross-sector transfers also are small and indistinguishable from zero, satisfying the placebo

test.

In the same panel, columns 1-3 (for sellers) and 5-7 (for buyers) show results of the same

regressions with coarser fixed effects: region-by-year, subregion-by-year, or region-by-year with

seller/buyer fixed effects. Compared with the preferred specification, magnitudes vary somewhat

but the overall results are broadly similar, suggesting that they do not depend on the highly specific

within-seller comparison. Column (9) computes the total marginal transaction costs by adding the

sellers’ coefficient (i.e., the price premium) to the negative of the buyers’ coefficient (i.e., the price

discount). A transaction subject to any major discrete cost factor incurs total marginal transaction

3 I use “subregion” to refer to planning subarea (PSA) as defined by the California Department of Water Resources.
California has 46 PSAs.
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costs of $250 per acre-foot.

Disaggregated cost factors In Panel B of Table 3, I disaggregate these cost factors. I estimate

separate coefficients for each of the cost factors listed in Table 2, with the major regulatory re-

views (SWRCB, DWR, and USBR) estimated separately by whether the transaction also crosses the

Sacramento–San Joaquin Delta. These disaggregated estimates are noisier, with large confidence

intervals, but the magnitudes are large for the major discrete cost factors. Buyers consistently re-

quire large price discounts, and sellers require large price premiums, to choose transactions subject

to these cost factors. Again, specifications with coarser fixed effects show broadly similar results.

The buyer/seller balance of incidence appears to vary across cost factors. SWRCB review is

costly for both sides, while Delta crossing is incident mostly on the seller, and DWR review is

incident almost entirely on the buyer. Meanwhile, marginal transaction costs are small for both

distance and county reviews of groundwater exports. Previous work (Hanak 2005; Regnacq et al.

2016) find that these county reviews reduce the volume of trade; it may be that they impose large

fixed transaction costs, since my approach only detects marginal transaction costs.

Robustness checks Appendix Table D1 reports the results of several robustness checks. (For ref-

erence, columns 1 and 5 repeat the preferred specifications from Table 3.) First, the market may

award discounts or premiums for larger transactions, contrary to my model assumptions, and this

tendency could be correlated with the cost factors. Columns 2 and 6 report regressions that include

the natural log of transaction volume. Second, transactions occur at different points throughout the

year; it may be inappropriate to treat them as a single time period if marginal valuations vary as

districts move up or down their demand curves. Columns 3 and 7 report regressions that include

district-by-year-by-month fixed effects, comparing prices within each month. Third, a large por-

tion of my dataset consists of low-volume transactions of adjudicated groundwater rights within

Southern California; if my constant effects assumption is false, estimates from this data may be

misleading for a broader context. Columns 4 and 8 report regressions on a subset of the data that

excludes these transactions, leaving mostly surface water transactions.

None of these modifications substantially change the results. Magnitudes move slightly but

generally stay within the range of uncertainty. Signs and orders of magnitude are unaffected.

Aggregate gains from reducing regulatory costs Finally, I apply these estimates to measure the

gains available from marginal reductions in the transaction costs associated with regulatory reviews.

This is the marginal effect on aggregate consumer surplus of a $1 change in marginal transaction

costs; in Figure 3 it is represented by the width of the rectangular area of consumer surplus. To

calculate it, I simply sum the quantities of observed transactions subject to each cost factor. This

estimate captures only gains from reducing costs of existing transactions; it cannot capture gains

resulting from new transactions that occur as a result of the reduction in transaction costs – likely a

large factor.
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Table 4 shows the results. Simultaneously reducing the costs of all major regulatory reviews by

10% would result in benefits of $14.9 million per year, with a confidence interval of ($9.6, $20.2)

million. The total cost in the existing market – the area of the consumer surplus rectangle – is ten

times this figure, or $149 million per year. Again, these figures do not include benefits from new

trades that might take place. They also exclude the benefits of these regulations, since my focus

here is on their costs.

5.4 Discussion

This exercise estimates the price effects of several salient cost factors that are both observable and

heterogeneous across trading partners. This is a limited analysis of transaction costs for several

reasons. One, this exercise misses cost factors that are not econometrically identified in price data;

many other types of transaction costs may be important as well, but my approach cannot measure

them. Two, my specification only measures marginal transaction costs, capturing transaction costs

that scale with the size of the transaction. If there are also fixed costs, either they are not picked

up at all, or they may partially load onto the estimate of marginal transaction costs (i.e., as average

transaction costs).

I emphasize that the estimated transaction costs are not necessarily limited to direct costs of reg-

ulatory reviews themselves. This analysis may capture other kinds of transaction costs – including

physical, administrative, or political economy costs – that are collinear with the regulatory reviews.

These estimates represent the marginal cost of selling or buying across a given institutional or ge-

ographic boundary, inclusive of all causes. In addition, despite my focus on costs, these regulatory

reviews may bring important social benefits by preventing environmental externalities. However,

many stakeholders believe these benefits can be achieved through less costly review processes.

I next use these estimated transaction costs to obtain districts’ marginal valuations. This relies

on the notion that a seller will not accept a price unless it covers both the transaction costs and the

seller’s marginal valuation. For this exercise, I need to interpret my estimates as constant effects –

costs incurred equally by everyone, as in Assumption 3 – not as average treatment effects. If the

marginal transaction costs associated with my selected cost factors instead differ across transactions,

my results may be biased in ambiguous ways.

6 Step 2: Recovering Equilibrium Marginal Valuations of Water

Next, I combine these estimated transaction costs with observed prices to estimate marginal valua-

tions of water in each district and year. I use a simple revealed-preference condition: a buying dis-

trict’s marginal valuation must be as high as its highest price paid, while a selling district’s marginal

valuation must be as low as its lowest price paid, after adjusting for the transaction costs estimated

in Step 1. This is motivated by the structural knowledge that transaction costs insert a wedge be-

tween observed prices and marginal valuations: to compensate for higher transaction costs, a buyer

requires a discount, while a seller requires a premium. Adjusting prices for estimated transaction
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costs corrects for observed transaction costs, while taking the minimum (for sellers) or maximum

(for buyers) across transactions within a year corrects for some unobserved transaction costs.

To do so, I adjust observed prices for estimated transaction costs and then take the minimum

(for sellers) or maximum (for buyers) of these adjusted prices within each district-year cell, as in

equation 8:

(Sellers) V̂ot = min
j

{
Pjodt − τ̂sBod

}
(10)

(Buyers) V̂dt = max
j

{
Pjodt + τ̂bBod

}
More specifically, I first classify districts as either net buyers or net sellers in each year on

the basis of transaction volume (the vast majority only buy or sell, not both). Next, to calculate

transaction costs τsBod and τbBod , I use the disaggregated regressions from Step 1. From these

regressions, I obtain fitted values from the cost factors Bod only, not the fixed effects or controls.

Then, I obtain adjusted prices by adding these transaction costs to the raw prices, imposing free

disposal by censoring at zero when occasionally necessary. Finally, I obtain marginal valuations

for each seller by taking the minimum across these adjusted prices within each year, and marginal

valuations for each buyer by taking the maximum.

Figure 5 plots kernel densities of these marginal valuations separately for buyers and sellers,

along with a histogram of the raw prices. Although these distributions are still quite disperse, this

exercise reveals considerable separation in the marginal valuations of buyers and sellers.

Figure 6 displays these marginal valuations by sector over time, taking the volume-weighted

mean across consumers within each sector and year, ignoring whether they are buyers or sellers. The

dashed lines show that average transaction prices have been largely similar for agricultural and urban

consumers. However, in the presence of transaction costs, prices do not directly reflect marginal

valuations. The solid lines, in contrast, reveal that marginal valuations are consistently $100-150 per

acre-foot higher for urban consumers than for agricultural consumers. This is consistent with both

conventional wisdom in California and the prior literature. Note this is a result, not an assumption;

nowhere was it built into the model.

Figure 7 maps the geographic distribution of marginal valuations for a typical year. These show

unit-level marginal valuations, which will be direct inputs to Step 4. Units are categories defined by

geography, institutions, and sector.4 I form unit-level marginal valuations by partialing out surface

water entitlements (in natural logs of unit-level aggregates) in separate regressions for each unit,

and computing the fitted value at the mean value of entitlements. To generate the map, I average

over all units in a planning area (i.e., up to six), weighting by quantity consumed. The results show

that marginal valuations are low in the Sacramento Valley, higher in the San Francisco Bay area and

the southern San Joaquin Valley, and very high in urban Southern California.

These figures reveal dispersion in marginal valuations across buyers and sellers, across sec-
4That is, interactions of planning areas (hydro-geographical areas defined by the California Department of Water

Resources), projects (State Water Project [SWP] contactors, Central Valley Project [CVP] contractors that are not also
SWP contractors, and users who are neither SWP nor CVP contractors), and urban versus agricultural sectors.
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tors, and across geography. This dispersion implies that substantial gains are available from re-

ducing transaction costs, both observable and unobservable. That is, in a competitive equilibrium

with smaller transaction costs, urban consumers would purchase more water from agricultural con-

sumers, southern consumers would purchase more water from northern consumers, and both sides

would enjoy welfare gains. However, to quantify these gains, I need to understand how marginal

valuations vary with quantity consumed. This is the subject of the next section.

7 Step 3: Estimating Demand Elasticities

The third step in my empirical approach is to estimate demand elasticities. Having estimated

marginal valuations in each district and year, I can characterize the marginal inefficiencies aris-

ing from transaction costs – but I need demand elasticities in order to describe how steeply marginal

valuations change as districts’ quantities evolve away from the observed equilibrium.

Given enough data and enough exogenous variation, demand could be estimated nonparametri-

cally and separately for each district. In practice, both data and exogenous variation are limited. In

order to estimate demand quasi-experimentally, I limit attention to two parameters: price elasticities

of demand in the urban and agricultural sectors. In other words, I assume that demand is isoelastic

– at least in the range between observed and optimal quantities – with constant elasticities within

sectors.

The assumption of isoelastic demand can be viewed as a local approximation to the true de-

mand curve. This makes my empirical exercise especially well-suited for analyzing relatively small

changes in trading quantity. It allows my counterfactuals to extrapolate in a simple but transparent

way, relying on past observed trading behavior rather than specifying the full objective functions of

water consumers.

7.1 Empirical strategy

Estimating demand presents a classic endogeneity problem: quantities and prices are jointly de-

termined by the market interaction of all consumers’ demand curves. I need a supply shifter: an

instrument that provides exogenous variation in either prices or quantities.

My proposed instrument is the natural log of annual water entitlements, as constructed in my

dataset detailed in Section 4. Entitlements are the full maximum values of a district’s rights or

contracts multiplied by the year’s percentage allocation for that contract type. The variation I use

comes from districts holding contracts with the Central Valley Project and State Water Project, for

which these percentage allocations are nonlinear functions of the contract type and reservoir levels –

which in turn are primarily determined by precipitation during the previous winter. (For the Lower

Colorado Project and appropriative and riparian rights, percentage allocations are always 100%.)

This rich variation allows me to simultaneously compare within districts over time and within years

across districts, while remaining confident that the variation is driven by natural phenomena rather

than demand-side factors.
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I estimate inverse elasticities of aggregate demand for sets of districts I call markets, using

market-level aggregate entitlements to instrument for market-level aggregate quantity demanded.

Because transaction costs create market inertia, entitlements are persistent – they are highly cor-

related with quantities demanded. The thought experiment is this: when cutbacks in aggregate

endowments lead to lower aggregate quantities demanded, how does this affect the equilibrium

prices in that market?

There are three reasons I estimate inverse demand at an aggregate level instead of an individual

district level. First, it allows for much more accurate matches between entitlements and transac-

tion prices.5 Second, it sidesteps the issue of selection into the market. Individual district-level

elasticities may be biased because I only observe prices for years in which a district does choose to

trade. Instead of proceeding with many missing values, or modeling both the intensive and extensive

margin of trading for each district, I estimate aggregate elasticities that subsume both margins.

Third, my instrument varies only at the level of entitlement contract type, not district. Any

exogenous variation specific to an individual district is collinear with variation for other districts of

the same contract type, violating the exclusion restriction.6 Therefore, I define 26 markets that are

supersets of contract types, making it possible to condition on entitlements of other markets while

leaving variation in a market’s own entitlements. These markets span all water districts (and all

other consumers) in California, dividing them by geography, sector, and entitlement type.7 Figure

8 plots aggregate entitlements at the level of these markets.

7.1.1 Main specification

Summarizing the discussion above, I estimate inverse elasticities of aggregate demand in a differences-

in-differences, instrumental variables setup. I perform two-stage least squares, regressing prices for

transaction j by district n in market m and sector s in year t on log market-level aggregate quantity

with market and year fixed effects:

lnPjnmst = ηs lnQmst +αms +θt +ν jnmst , (11)

5Often a wholesale district receives entitlements but a geographically-overlapping retail district buys or sells them. It
is difficult to track the full extent of the linkages between wholesale and retail water districts, which typically have long-
term purchasing arrangements and may not be fully independent actors. Aggregating to market simplifies such situations,
since it treats overlapping districts together as one market.

6To see this more concretely, first consider that estimating individual demand would require an exclusion restriction
that market-level supply not affect individual quantity demanded except through price. This exclusion restriction is vio-
lated because market-level supply is collinear (in logs) with individual-level supply, which can directly affect individual-
level quantity demanded in the presence of transaction costs. Second, consider that estimating inverse individual demand
would require that market-level supply affect price only through individual quantity demanded. Again the exclusion
restriction is violated, because market-level supply also affects price through others’ quantity demanded.

7Market definitions are urban and agricultural sectors interacted with the following 13 classifications: (1) SWP:
Consumers holding contracts with the State Water Project (SWP). (2) CVP North: Consumers north of the Sacramento-
San Joaquin Delta holding contracts with the federal Central Valley Project (CVP) and not the SWP. (3) CVP East:
Consumers south of the Delta and east of the San Joaquin River who hold contracts with the CVP and not the SWP.
(4) CVP South: Consumers south of the Delta and west of the San Joaquin River who hold contracts with the CVP and
not the SWP. (5-13) Consumers in each of nine Hydrological Regions designated by the California Department of Water
Resources who do not hold contracts with either the SWP or CVP.
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instrumenting lnQmst with lnEmst , the log of annual market-level aggregate entitlements. I estimate

the elasticity separately for each sector: agriculture and urban. I cluster standard errors by market-

by-year, the level of variation in both my instrument and endogenous variable. (Because there is

no transaction- or district-level variation on the right-hand side, this regression is equivalent to a

regression of market-level mean prices.) I also include as controls the cost factors Bod interacted

with direction (buying or selling).

The intuitive version of my identification assumption is that, conditional on a market’s typ-

ical entitlement (subsumed in market fixed effect) and statewide water availability (subsumed in

year fixed effect), year-to-year entitlements affect prices only through quantities demanded. More

specifically, there are four identifying assumptions in this setup: instrument relevance, instrument

exclusion, parallel trends in quantities, and parallel trends in prices (Hudson et al. 2015). I discuss

each of these in turn. Then, to address concerns raised by these assumptions, I propose an alternative

econometric specification.

Relevance First, entitlements must be correlated with quantities demanded. In a completely

efficient market, they would be uncorrelated (conditional on statewide aggregate entitlement), as

consumers reach a Coasian solution independent of their entitlement. However, under transaction

costs, the equilibrium will depend on these initial entitlements, so this condition will be met. Em-

pirically, instrument relevance is testable. As I show below, the first stage is strong.

Exclusion Next I assume that a market’s aggregate entitlement affects prices only through

that market’s aggregate quantity demanded. Intuitively, entitlements are a supply shock; they

should affect prices only through movements along the demand curve, not shifts in the demand

curve. This can be derived from the theoretical model. The set of first-order conditions de-

scribed by Equation 3 imply that sellers’ quantities can be described by the implicit function Qot =

Qot(Eot ,Ed=1,t , ...,Ed=D,t). Thus, conditional on the entitlements of potential buyers, quantities de-

pend only on entitlement. In other words, entitlements enter the model only through the quantity

argument of inverse demand. To translate this derivation to the regression, I assume entitlements to

others affect prices log-linearly, such that a year fixed effect is sufficient to control for them.

Parallel trends Finally I assume parallel counterfactual trends in both quantities and prices

on a log scale: Absent cutbacks, markets’ quantities and prices would vary multiplicatively (i.e.,

proportionally) across years. This assumption allows for unobserved year-specific statewide level

shifts, relaxing identification based on pure time-series variation.

However, interactions across markets present a potential issue for my differences-in-differences

approach. If each market is in autarky, they will have stable treatment values: prices and quantities

for each market will not be affected by entitlements in other markets. But if markets are connected

by a trading network, there may be spillovers: increased entitlements to one market will result

in more sales to other markets. Specifically, if one market’s entitlement increases, other markets’
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quantities demanded will be larger, and prices will be lower. If I compare these markets within year,

quantity and price differences will be smaller than without spillovers, making both first-stage and

reduced-form underestimates of the true response. In the IV, this bias is unsigned; it depends on the

relative size of the quantity and price biases.

Cross-market trades make up only 23% of all trades, constituting some evidence that this prob-

lem may be minor. However, the possibility remains that the benefits of year fixed effects (i.e.,

absorbing common shocks) are outweighed by the costs (i.e,. the bias from cross-market inter-

actions). Therefore, I next propose a secondary identification strategy that reduces this potential

bias.

7.1.2 Secondary specification

To partly address the risk of bias from spillovers across markets, I also estimate demand elasticities

in a time series–instrumental variables approach. Instead of year fixed effects, this secondary spec-

ification conditions on (1) a market-specific time trend and (2) the natural log of an average Ē−m of

the entitlements of other markets, weighted in proportion to total volume traded with that market

over the timespan of the data. The regression is:

lnPjnmst = ηs lnQmst +αms +θmst +θ ln Ē−mt +ν jnmst , (12)

still instrumenting lnQmst with lnEmst , the log of annual market-level aggregate entitlements. This

approach reduces reliance on the within-year comparison performed by the differences-in-differences

setup. It no longer absorbs unobserved statewide shocks to prices and quantities, but it still controls

linearly for entitlements of other markets – likely the most important shock to condition on. It also

allows for unobserved linear trends in both prices and quantities in each market.

7.2 Results

Table 5 reports the results of these inverse demand regressions. I start with the first stage; Panel

A shows results of regressions of market-level quantity consumed (the endogenous variable) on

entitlements (the instrument), both in natural logs of the market-level totals. Each specification

appears in two columns, first for the agricultural sector and then for the urban sector. Columns 1

and 4 show that the instrument is relevant and strong, with a precisely estimated elasticity close to 1

and a first-stage F-statistic much larger than the typical rules of thumb. Columns 2-3 and 5-6 show

that this result holds when including either subregion or district fixed effects.

The main results of this section appear in Panel B, columns 1 and 4. These are inverse demand

elasticities estimated using the main specification. The instrumented effect of log quantities on

log prices is -0.72 for the agricultural sector and -1.35 for the urban sector. These are directly

interpretable as elasticities, implying that a 10% change in quantity results in a 7% change in price

for agricultural districts and a 14% change for urban districts. Both estimates have 95% confidence

intervals that exclude zero. Because these are elasticities of inverse demand, larger magnitudes
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indicate that demand slopes down faster and is less elastic. This result then implies that urban

districts have less elastic demand for water transactions on the statewide market than agricultural

districts, although the estimates are not precise enough to reject their equality with a t-test. This

is consistent with conventional wisdom in California: farmers will fallow land more readily than

households will cut back on lawn-watering.

Columns 2-3 and 5-6 of Panel B add subregion or district fixed effects, which are only intended

to potentially reduce noise – they do not matter for my identification strategy. Relative to the main

specification, these coefficients are very similar for agriculture; they decrease for the urban sector

but are not statistically different.

Panel C shows the results of my secondary specification, in which I forgo year fixed effects in

favor of market-specific time trends and controlling for a weighted average of other-market entitle-

ments. The estimates are quite similar to the main specification. Panel D shows the main speci-

fication but restricting to within-market transactions only, with the intention of reducing spillover

effects across markets. These estimates are noisier, especially so for the urban sector.

Another natural approach would be to place estimated marginal valuations on the left-hand side

instead of prices. However, results of that specification are likely to be less precise, since marginal

valuations are estimated with their own uncertainty. Estimates from this specification are shown in

Panels C and D of Appendix Table D2. Point estimates for the urban sector are somewhat volatile,

while those for agriculture are attenuated.

For reference, the corresponding reduced form and ordinary least squares regressions appear in

Panels A and B of Appendix Table D2. Estimates in both panels are broadly similar to the two-stage

least squares estimates, reflecting the high persistence of initial entitlements.

8 Step 4: Simulating the Gains from Trade

The last step in my empirical approach is to simulate trading outcomes in counterfactual scenarios

in which transaction costs are reduced, and to calculate the economic gains from increased trade on

California’s statewide water market. So far, I have estimated marginal transaction costs associated

with specific cost factors, used these estimates to infer bounds on consumers’ marginal valuations,

and estimated price elasticities of inverse demand. Gaps in these marginal valuations character-

ize the marginal inefficiencies arising from transaction costs, while the elasticities describe how

marginal valuations evolve away from the observed baseline. Now, I combine these to find (a) the

efficient allocation in a market without transaction costs, and (b) calculate the resulting gains in

consumer surplus.

To do so, I solve the social planner’s problem in a constrained optimization problem. I find the

vector of bilateral transaction quantities that maximizes aggregate consumer surplus, subject to the

resource constraint that nobody can sell more than the water they start with. (This is equivalent to

requiring that the aggregate sum of final quantities must be equal to the aggregate sum of endow-

ments.) Because an ideal market could implement the efficient allocation, the increase in consumer
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surplus from the social planner’s problem represents the potential gains from trade.

To reflect that some transaction costs are fundamentally physical costs rather than manipulable

policy-induced or administrative transaction costs, I also subtract these pair- and direction-specific

physical costs (as estimated in Step 1) from consumer surplus in the objective function.

8.1 Setting up simulations

For counterfactual simulations, I work at the level of 94 units defined by exhaustive combinations of

geography, institutions, and sector, and treat them as representative consumers.8 This aggregation

is for three reasons that are similar to the reasons for estimating demand at the aggregate level.

First, units span all possible water districts and consumers in California, sidestepping the problem

of missing marginal valuation estimates for districts that do not appear in my dataset. Second, it

allows for a more accurate match between entitlements and marginal valuations (as discussed in

Step 3). Third, the demand elasticities I estimated in Step 3 are aggregate rather than individual, so

applying them to other aggregate units requires weaker assumptions about demand aggregation. I

use unit-level marginal valuations constructed in Step 2 and shown in Figure 7.

In most scenarios, I calculate consumer surplus relative to baseline quantities rather than initial

endowments Ek. I define this baseline quantity Q0
k as mean water consumption over 1993-2015,

which includes past market transactions, for each unit k. Using this baseline implicitly assumes that

water is efficiently allocated within the unit – that it is goes to the districts and other users with the

greatest marginal valuations. If this is not true, as seems likely, then there are further gains possible

(Davis and Kilian 2011). In the market scenarios that I compare to this baseline, I do assume that

water is efficiently allocated among districts and other users within the unit (although not necessarily

among retail consumers within these districts).

Simulations consist of solving a constrained optimization problem. In these, I find the transac-

tion quantities qkl (non-negative amounts delivered from seller k to buyer l) for all combinations of

k and l that maximize aggregate consumer surplus, subject to constraints. Consumer surplus is the

area under the demand curve from initial endowment Ek to post-trading quantity Qk, minus physical

transaction costs cklqkl , where ckl is the physical marginal cost of delivering water from k to l.9

(Prices are not included because they are merely transfers between units k, netting out in the sum.)

In some scenarios I include a trading constraint, in which each unit may trade no more than Q̄k.

Together, the full optimization problem is:

max
{qkl}k<l

∑
k

[∫ Qk

Q0
k

Vk(ϕ)dϕ +(Q0
k−Ek)V 0

k −∑
l

cklqkl

]
(13)

8Again, units are defined by full interactions of planning areas, water project membership, and urban versus agricul-
tural sector. Units are subsets of the market definitions from Step 3.

9To derive the maximand, I use Equations 4 and 5: ∑k
[
CSk(Qk)−CSk(Q0

k)
]
= ∑k

[(∫ Qk
Ek

Vk(ϕ)dϕ + ∑l Pklqkl −

∑l Plkqlk−∑l cklqkl
)
−
(∫ Q0

k
Ek

[
Vk(ϕ)−Vk(Q0

k)
]
dϕ
)]

= ∑k

[∫ Qk

Q0
k

Vk(ϕ)dϕ +(Q0
k −Ek)V 0

k −∑l cklqkl

]
.
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s.t.

(resource constraint) Q0
k ≥∑

l>k
qkl1(qkl > 0)+∑

l<k
qlk1(qlk > 0) ∀k

(trading constraint) Q̄k ≥∑
l>k

qkl1(qkl > 0)+∑
l<k

qlk1(qlk > 0)≥−Q̄k ∀k

In evaluating the integral of inverse demand, I apply the assumption of isoelastic demand. This

permits an analytical expression for the integral that depends only on Q0
k , Qk, V 0

k , and ηs (the demand

elasticity for sector s):

∫ Qk

Q0
k

Vk(ϕ)dϕ =
( 1

ηs +1

)
V 0

k Q0
k

[(Qk

Q0
k

)ηs+1
−1
]
. (14)

8.2 Results

Scenario 1: Gains achieved by observed transactions in California’s existing water market.

To quantify the economic benefits achieved to date by the statewide water market, I simply calculate

consumer surplus directly from observed transactions. I use the expression for consumer surplus in

Equation 5 and evaluate the integral using Equation 14. I do not need to specifically include prices

or transaction costs, since I assume marginal valuations net of transaction costs are equalized at the

margin – any variation in prices within consumer-year is interpreted as transaction costs.

In an average year within the timespan of my dataset, the total quantity traded in the existing

market is 382,576 acre-feet. Multiplying volumes by prices, average total sales is $144 million per

year. Applying my estimated elasticities, Table 6 shows that the corresponding gain in consumer

surplus of these transactions relative to initial endowments is $146 million per year. Figure 9 shows

the geographic distribution of net water sales in the existing market. Sellers tend to be in the Central

Valley and along the Colorado River; buyers tend to be urban centers.

Scenario 2: Gains from all units trading as much as today’s highest-exporting unit.

I run the optimization problem including physical transaction costs and a trading quantity constraint,

in which I limit each unit’s total transaction quantity to 17.5% of its endowment: Q̄k ≥ 0.175 ·Q0
k .

In other words, all units are allowed to trade up to the same percentage currently traded by the unit

which sells the greatest volume of water.

This scenario takes advantage of equilibrium gains without extrapolating far from the current

equilibrium. This estimate is likely to be more reliable than scenarios that extrapolate farther for

two reasons: (a) demand elasticities can be considered local estimates without relying heavily on a

functional form assumption, and (b) infrastructure capacity constraints are less likely to bind.

Results again are in Table 6 and Figure 9. In this simulation, total quantity traded increases by a

factor of six relative to the existing market, and consumer surplus increases by $481 million per year.

These gains are additional to the gains in Scenario 1, the water market that already exists, increasing
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economic gains more than four times. More water moves from the Central Valley, especially the

Sacramento Valley in the north, to the coastal cities and the southern end of the San Joaquin Valley.

Scenario 3: Gains from relaxing all non-physical transaction costs (“first-best”).

I run the optimization problem still including physical transaction costs but without a trading quan-

tity constraint. This scenario eliminates all differences in marginal valuations up to physical trans-

action costs. Because this scenario extrapolates into realms in which (a) the demand response relies

more heavily on the isoelastic assumption, and (b) unmodeled capacity constraints are more likely

to bind, these estimates are more speculative and should be viewed with some caution.

Table 6 shows that in this scenario, the gain in consumer surplus would be $1.05 billion per

year, and total quantity traded would increase to 7.58 million acre-feet per year. In Figure 9, even

more water moves from the Sacramento Valley and northern San Joaquin Valley to the southern San

Joaquin Valley and coastal cities.

Scenario 4: Gains with zero transaction costs (“zeroth-best”).

I run the simplest possible optimization problem, in which there are no transaction costs, even

physical ones, and all marginal valuations are equalized at a single price P. This is a poor guide to

policy but may be an interesting thought experiment. To simulate this scenario, I set all entries of

Ckl to zero; because the delivery pathways no longer matter, I can re-express the resource constraint

as ∑k Qk = ∑k Ek. Then the optimization problem becomes simpler, since I only need to search over

K parameters Qk instead of O(K2) parameters qkl .

Table 6 shows that in this impractical scenario, the gain in consumer surplus would be $1.22

billion per year and total quantity traded would increase slightly to 7.60 million acre-feet per year.

The geographical distribution, as shown in Figure 9, is broadly similar to Scenario 3.

Together, these simulations suggest that polices to support an expanded water market in Cali-

fornia could result in large economic gains. In such a market, substantial amounts of water would

flow from the Sacramento Valley to other parts of the state, which may have undesirable environ-

mental consequences. The estimates here serve as a quantitative benchmark against which to weigh

the value of these potential costs of water reallocation. Future versions of this paper may include

additional counterfactual scenarios, such as the gains from eliminating specific regulatory barriers,

the impacts of drought, and the cost of environmental constraints under an ideal market and under

current policy.

9 Conclusion

In this paper, I use a revealed-preference approach to estimate the potential gains from increased

trade in California’s statewide water market. I develop a four-step empirical procedure to analyze

welfare in thin markets with transaction costs, and I apply it to new, uniquely comprehensive data on
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California’s water economy. First, I estimate marginal transaction costs associated with observable

cost factors by measuring price gaps across transactions within district and year. I find that regu-

latory reviews and crossing the Sacramento–San Joaquin Delta create large transaction costs, each

on the order of $200 per acre-foot. Second, I estimate districts’ equilibrium marginal valuations by

taking the maximum or minimum price after adjusting for estimated marginal transaction costs. I

find that urban districts have consistently higher marginal valuations on average than agricultural

districts, implying that substantial welfare gains are available from cross-sector reallocation. Third,

I estimate elasticities of inverse aggregate demand using weather-driven variation in yearly surface

water entitlements. I find that agricultural districts have more elastic demand than urban districts,

suggesting that farms bear the greater incidence of transaction costs.

Having estimated equilibrium marginal valuations and demand elasticities, I combine them to

construct demand curves and simulate counterfactual equilibria. I find that observed trading in the

existing market increases consumer surplus by $150 million per year, an amount roughly equal to

the total market value of sales. In an intermediate scenario, in which all regions are allowed to

trade the same percentage of their endowments as the highest-exporting region (17.5%), I find that

consumer surplus would increase by $480 million per year. More speculative scenarios that allow

unlimited trading yield even larger benefits.

The full optimization exercises are idealized but can serve as policy benchmarks. Essentially,

I document empirical gaps in marginal valuations across water users, and the simulations quantify

potential gains that could result from closing these gaps with an efficient statewide water market.

Both gaps and gains, however, may be underestimated if there are additional unobserved transaction

costs that do not vary across a user’s transactions. Still, knowing a conservatively-estimated size of

the potential benefits may help in making decisions about policy reforms.

My estimates also miss welfare gains from trading within water districts or allowing retail cus-

tomers direct access to the statewide water market. This is intrinsic to my empirical approach,

which infers the preferences of the water districts from their observed trading behavior. However,

these gains may be more difficult to achieve than the ones I do measure, since they would require

reforming the institutional structure of local governments and water utilities.

Finally, this paper estimates only the potential benefits of a more efficient water market, not the

costs. A complete policy analysis should also consider the benefits of existing market-restricting

regulations and the costs of creating stronger market-supporting institutions. Still, there may be

many ways to develop more robust water markets without compromising environmental and other

policy goals. Local hydrological externalities could be resolved via a streamlined and unified sys-

tem for determining consumptive use, which would help reduce the large difference in regulatory

treatment between on-site water use and off-site water transfers. Instream flow requirements could

be met through direct environmental purchases or by capping and auctioning off instream capacity.

Even with significant cross-region flow constraints (as might be preferred, for example, at Califor-

nia’s Sacramento–San Joaquin Delta), large economic gains are likely available from within-region

water markets.
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Figures

Appropriative & riparian rights

Federal & state projects
(State Water Project, Central Valley Project, 

Lower Colorado Project)

Water districts
(agricultural or urban; public or private)

Retail consumers
(farms, households, institutions, others)

Independent consumers
(farms, ranches, institutions, others)

Figure 1: Structure of water entitlements in California. All water use is governed by a legal system of
appropriative and riparian rights. Some water districts and independent consumers directly hold their own
water rights; others hold long-term contracts with the federal and state water projects, which in turn hold
water rights. Retail consumers purchase water from water districts. [Back]
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Figure 2: Observed volume of market transactions compared with total water supply. Market transactions
include spot market transactions (within-year leases), longer-term leases, and permanent transfers of rights
(which are counted in the transaction year and every year afterward). Water supply includes surface water
rights, allocations from the federal and state water projects, and average annual groundwater supply. [Back]
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Figure 3: Trade between two districts, buying district d (for destination) and selling district o (for origin).
Districts have endowments En and inverse demand Vn(Qn); demand for o is on a reversed axis so that the total
width of the graph equals the sum of endowments. With costless trading, the competitive equilibrium among
consumers in the two districts would result in price P′. If cross-market transactions incur per-unit transaction
costs τs (for sellers) and τb (for buyers), buyers’ marginal willingness to pay shifts down relative to demand,
and sellers’ marginal willingness to accept shifts up. Competitive equilibrium in this case would result in three
distinct prices: a cross-market price Pod and within-market prices Po and Pd , with Pd − τb = Pod = Po + τs.
Consumer surplus for buyers is shaded with diagonal lines, and consumer surplus for sellers (analogous to
producer surplus) is shaded with vertical lines. [Back]
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Figure 4: Distribution of prices, controlling for year, logarithmic scale. Graph plots a histogram of observed
prices on the California statewide water market, 1980-2015, converted to 2010 dollars using the CPI. I control
for year by regressing log price on year fixed effects, taking the residual, and adding the grand mean. [Back]
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Figure 5: Distributions of estimated equilibrium marginal valuations for buyers and sellers. Marginal valu-
ations are estimated by taking the highest price paid (for buyers) or the lowest price accepted (for sellers) in
each year, after adjusting prices for estimated transaction costs. The result is that buyers’ marginal valuations
are higher (i.e., shifted to the right) than those of sellers. Lines are kernel density plots of marginal valua-
tions separately for buyers and sellers, where an observation is a user in each year it appears in the dataset.
Histogram of raw prices is not adjusted for year fixed effects, unlike Figure 4. Plot is on a logarithmic scale
and omits marginal valuations equal to zero (less than 1% of the estimates). [Back]
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Figure 6: Estimated equilibrium marginal valuations by sector and year. Lines plot means of either raw
prices or estimated marginal valuations by sector and year, weighted by transaction volume. Raw prices
(dotted lines) are only slightly higher for urban users than for agricultural users; marginal valuations are
consistently higher for the urban sector. [Back]
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Figure 7: Estimated equilibrium marginal valuations by geography. Geographic polygons correspond to
planning areas as defined by the California Department of Water Resources; areas with diagonal lines have
no observed transactions. User-by-year marginal valuations are aggregated to planning area by (1) partialing
out year-varying surface water entitlements, (2) averaging within unit (defined as the intersection of geog-
raphy [planning area], sector [urban or agricultural], and project membership [State Water Project, Central
Valley Project, or neither]), and then (3) averaging across units within planning area, weighting by quantity
consumed. Unit-level valuations are direct inputs to the counterfactual simulations in Step 4. [Back]
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Figure 8: Entitlements by market over time. I use this variation to estimate demand elasticities. Surface
water entitlements are the sum of water rights and allocations from the federal and state water projects (CVP =
Central Valley Project; SWP = State Water Project). Water rights are time-invariant, while project allocations
vary year to year on the basis of weather conditions. This variability is set separately for each of 14 contract
types. I aggregate water users to “markets” on the basis of these contract types. Each time series on the graph
represents a separate market. [Back]
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Scenario 2. Trade up to 17.5%; physical costs
Quantities traded
Up to 17.5% trade; physical costs

Sell >500 taf
Sell 200-500 taf
Sell 100-200 taf
Sell 20-100 taf
Trade <20 taf
Buy 20-100 taf
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Scenario 3. Unlimited trading; physical costs
Quantities traded
Unlimited trade; physical costs
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Scenario 4. Unlimited trading, costless trade
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Figure 9: Annual water quantities traded (“taf” = thousand acre-feet) in the existing market and counterfactual sce-

narios, by geography. Geographic polygons correspond to planning areas as defined by the California Department of

Water Resources; areas with diagonal shading have no observed transactions. Quantities shown on map sum over units

in a planning area. For Scenario 2, all units are constrained to buy or sell no more than 17.5% of their endowments,

the percentage sold by the single unit that exports the greatest volume of water. For Scenario 3, trading quantities are

limited only by endowments (average annual surface water entitlements plus average annual groundwater supplies), and

transactions incur per-kilometer physical costs as estimated in Step 1. For Scenario 4, physical transportation costs are

set to zero. (Unit is defined as the intersection of geography [planning area], sector [urban or agricultural], and project

membership [State Water Project, Central Valley Project, or neither].) [Back]
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Tables

Table 1: Summary statistics of transactions data

Observations Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
All transactions 4,906 2,807 14,473 144.80 158.50 57.8 122.3
Within hydrologic region 4,065 1,588 8,283 147.50 161.80 20.7 20.5
Across hydrologic regions 841 8,703 29,140 132.90 142.10 213.8 214.6

Panel A: Summary statistics of transactions data
Volume (AF) Price (2010$/AF) Distance (km)

Hydrologic Region Count
Volume 

(TAF) Count
Volume 

(TAF)
Net sales 

(TAF)
North Coast 6 35.6 2 0.7 34.8
North Lahontan 0 0.0 0 0.0 0.0
Sacramento River 302 5,374.5 145 1,968.9 3,405.6
San Francisco Bay 18 194.7 64 392.2 -197.4
Central Coast 49 41.8 36 23.5 18.3
San Joaquin River 280 3,256.8 349 4,448.9 -1,192.1
Tulare Lake 146 1,636.5 267 3,423.3 -1,786.8
South Coast 902 1,827.4 893 2,518.1 -690.8
South Lahontan 3003 559.4 2977 637.3 -77.9
Colorado River 255 845.2 342 359.8 485.4

As Origin (Seller) As Destination (Buyer)
Panel B: Transactions by hydrologic region

TAF = thousand acre-feet. Panel A reports statistics for all transactions, those whose origin and destination
fall within the same hydrologic region (as defined by the California Department of Water Resources), and
those which cross a hydrologic region boundary. Panel B reports the count and total volume of transactions
which begin (left) and end (right) in each hydrologic region. Column sums do not exactly agree due to
a small number of transactions that involve more than two parties and count in more than one hydrologic
region. [Back]
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Table 2: Cost factors for which marginal transaction costs are econometrically identified in price
data

Cost factor
Nominally incident on
transactions

Identifying population & comparison
For sellers For buyers

1 Distance
(Euclidean)

In proportion to distance. All sellers: Sell to buyer

further vs. nearer.

All buyers: Buy from

seller further vs. nearer.

2 Delta crossing
(losses & risks from

environmental

restrictions)

Moving water across the

Sacramento-San Joaquin

Delta.

Sellers north of Delta:

Sell to south of Delta, vs.

to remain on same side.

Buyers south of Delta:

Buy from north of Delta,

vs. from same side.

3 SWRCB review
(State Water Resources

Control Board)

Involving a change in the

place of use of a

post-1914 appropriative

water right.

Sellers within SWP or

CVP: Sell outside of

project, vs. remain within.

Buyers within SWP or

CVP: Buy from outside of

project, vs. from within.

4 DWR review
(California Dept. of

Water Resources)

Within, or using facilities

of, the State Water Project

(SWP).

Sellers outside SWP: Sell

into SWP, vs. remain on

outside.

Buyers outside SWP: Buy

from SWP, vs. from

outside.

5 USBR review
(U.S. Bureau of

Reclamation)

Within, or using facilities

of, the Central Valley

Project (CVP).

Sellers outside CVP: Sell

into CVP, vs. remain on

outside.

Buyers outside CVP: Buy

from CVP, vs. from

outside.

6 County review
(Counties with

ordinances restricting

groundwater exports)

Exporting groundwater

from counties with

restrictive ordinances.

Sellers within restricting

county: Sell out of county,

vs. remain within.

Buyers outside of

restricting county: Buy

from inside county, vs.

from elsewhere.

[Back]
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Table 3: Marginal transaction costs from specific cost factors

Dependent variable:

Price ($/acre-foot)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Additional regulatory review 45.7 * 30.2 78.4 *** 88.5 *** -74.9 * -78.3 * -153.5 ** -161.5 ** 250.0 ***

(24.9) (27.0) (25.3) (30.7) (44.4) (43.0) (69.2) (64.9) (71.8)

Distance (km) -0.047 -0.023 0.004 0.003 -0.082 -0.026 -0.049 -0.067 0.070

(0.041) (0.034) (0.040) (0.045) (0.051) (0.057) (0.072) (0.078) (0.090)

Cross-sector transfer (ag-to-urban) -7.4 -6.9 * 5.9 -3.8 18.4 *** -1.7 1.8 4.0 -7.8

(5.2) (3.7) (3.8) (4.9) (5.1) (4.3) (3.9) (4.4) (6.6)

Seller's region by year FE    

Seller's subregion by year FE  

Seller FE  

Seller by year FE 

Buyer's region by year FE    

Buyer's subregion by year FE  

Buyer FE  

Buyer by year FE 

Observations 2,584 2,584 2,584 2,584 2,727 2,727 2,727 2,727

Clusters 177 177 177 177 192 192 192 192

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Delta crossing only 172.6 *** 186.5 *** 161.3 *** 258.1 *** -124.8 -49.9 * -85.1 * -65.4 323.5 ***

(42.6) (54.9) (47.9) (58.0) (76.4) (29.2) (47.7) (42.9) (72.2)

SWRCB review only 42.6 ** 44.6 *** 51.2 *** 58.0 *** -16.4 -67.3 -124.5 -136.8 * 194.8 **

(19.6) (11.3) (17.4) (15.2) (24.1) (49.9) (86.1) (80.3) (81.7)

DWR review only -4.7 -40.2 71.2 21.3 -314.8 ** -318.4 ** -376.0 *** -385.3 *** 406.5 ***

(26.6) (31.2) (65.8) (33.3) (152.9) (123.7) (132.3) (111.9) (116.7)

USBR review only -27.9 -60.8 * -97.0 -8.7 -25.3 -58.4 -121.4 -125.4 116.7

(57.2) (34.2) (108.7) (11.2) (26.0) (45.8) (83.4) (77.3) (78.1)

Delta crossing + SWRCB review - - - - 13.6 -31.7 -62.5 -72.7 -

- - - - (38.4) (33.7) (57.3) (51.3) -

Delta crossing + DWR review 123.5 *** 106.0 ** 117.4 *** 183.5 *** - - - - -

(33.0) (47.5) (40.3) (65.0) - - - - -

Delta crossing + USBR review 54.8 ** 72.2 ** 84.9 *** 217.6 *** 5.0 -33.1 -108.5 * -114.4 ** 332.0 ***

(27.1) (29.4) (26.5) (77.6) (60.1) (30.6) (61.4) (51.6) (93.2)

County review 12.8 6.7 3.3 1.1 4.3 11.5 28.3 ** 21.7 ** -20.6 *

(12.0) (8.5) (10.1) (7.4) (11.4) (11.2) (11.7) (9.3) (11.9)

Distance (km) -0.066 -0.058 * -0.030 -0.059 -0.091 -0.089 -0.168 * -0.160 0.101

(0.040) (0.034) (0.043) (0.045) (0.060) (0.073) (0.099) (0.101) (0.111)

Seller's region by year FE    

Seller's subregion by year FE  

Seller FE  

Seller by year FE 

Buyer's region by year FE    

Buyer's subregion by year FE  

Buyer FE  

Buyer by year FE 

Observations 2,584 2,584 2,584 2,584 2,727 2,727 2,727 2,727

Clusters 177 177 177 177 192 192 192 192

SELLERS (positive coefficients are costly) BUYERS (negative coefficients are costly) Total Cost

Panel B: Disaggregated cost factors

Panel A: Aggregated cost factors

Regressions of transaction price on cost factors from Table 2 (i.e., binary variables for regulatory reviews, and distance).
The left side (columns 1-4) include seller-side fixed effects, comparing prices across buyers. Positive coefficients reflect
a price premium, indicating that the cost factor is costly to the seller. The right side (columns 5-8) include buyer-side
fixed effects, comparing prices across sellers. Negative coefficients reflect a price discount, indicating that the cost
factor is costly to the buyer. Column (9) calculates the linear combination of the absolute value of (4) and (8), the
preferred specifications. Mean price in data is $144; mean price conditional on being subject to any regulatory review is
$233. Standard errors are shown in parentheses and clustered by region X year. Region and subregion are hydrological
region and planning subarea as defined by the California Department of Water Resources. All regressions also include
comparison-sample indicator variables. * p<.1, ** p<.05, *** p<.01. [Back]
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Table 4: Aggregate gains from reducing regulatory costs

Volume 

affected

(acre-feet/year) 10% 50% 100%

Delta crossing 114,010 3,688 18,438 36,877

(823) (4,114) (8,229)

SWRCB review 151,475 2,951 14,755 29,510

(1,237) (6,186) (12,373)

DWR review 172,919 7,030 35,149 70,297

(2,019) (10,093) (20,185)

USBR review 125,931 1,470 7,350 14,699

(984) (4,919) (9,838)

County review 99,891 -206 -1,030 -2,059

(118) (592) (1,185)

Total 14,932 74,662 149,324

(2,695) (13,476) (26,952)

Distance 547,234 320 1,598 3,196

(350) (1,748) (3,497)

Marginal benefits from reducing transaction costs in existing market

Gains ($1000s/year) from 

reducing costs by:

(excluding benefits from new transactions that might take place)

Regulatory review

Panel A: Regulatory transaction costs

Panel B: Physical transaction costs

Estimated regulatory costs in the existing market. Benefits of these regulations are not quantified. Right-most
column (100%) multiplies the estimated marginal cost of each cost factor (summed across buyers and sellers,
as in column 9 of Table 3) by the annual average volume of observed spot-market transactions that are subject
to each factor. Other columns (10%, 50%) simply scale this proportionally. Standard errors in parentheses.
[Back]
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Table 5: Demand elasticities

Agriculture Urban

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Ln(Entitlements) 0.95 0.94 0.94 0.89 0.86 0.86

(0.02) (0.02) (0.02) (0.08) (0.08) (0.09)

F-statistic 3520 3783 3019 132 112 92

Cost factors X Direction      

Year fixed effects      

Market fixed effects      

Subregion fixed effects  

District fixed effects  

Observations 2,421 2,421 2,421 2,547 2,547 2,547

Clusters 204 204 204 157 157 157

Agriculture Urban

Ln(Quantity consumed) -0.72 -0.84 -0.86 -1.35 -0.84 -0.47

(0.23) (0.22) (0.19) (0.37) (0.27) (0.25)

Cost factors X Direction      

Year fixed effects      

Market fixed effects      

Subregion fixed effects  

District fixed effects  

Observations 2,421 2,421 2,421 2,547 2,547 2,547

Clusters 204 204 204 157 157 157

Agriculture Urban

Ln(Quantity consumed) -0.61 -0.59 -0.95 -1.57 -0.76 -0.94

(0.25) (0.24) (0.18) (0.47) (0.26) (0.39)

Cost factors X Direction      

Other-market entitlements      

Market fixed effects      

Market-specific time trends      

Subregion FE & time trends  

District FE & time trends  

Observations 2,421 2,421 2,421 2,547 2,547 2,547

Clusters 204 204 204 157 157 157

Urban

Ln(Quantity consumed) -1.67 -1.63 -1.35 -1.39 0.36 -11.02

(0.39) (0.41) (0.31) (1.34) (0.79) (7.90)

Cost factors X Direction      

Year fixed effects      

Market fixed effects      

Subregion fixed effects  

District fixed effects  

Observations 1,748 1,748 1,748 1,985 1,985 1,985

Clusters 93 93 93 101 101 101

Panel A: First Stage

Panel B: Inverse Demand Elasticities (2SLS)

Ln (Price)

Ln(Quantity consumed)

Agriculture

Ln (Price)

Panel C: Alternative Specification (2SLS)

Panel D: Within-Market Transactions Only (2SLS)

Ln (Price)

Dependent variable is listed immediately below each panel title. Observations are transactions; quantities and entitlements
are market-level sums per year. Two-stage least squares models (Panels B-D) regress transaction prices on quantity
consumed, instrumenting with entitlements. Within-market variation in entitlements over time is set by government
agencies on the basis of precipitation and snowmelt. Markets are supersets of entitlement types (i.e., distinct values of
the instrument). All regressions include binary indicators for the cost factors from Table 2, interacted with transaction
direction (i.e., whether buying or selling). Alternative specification (Panel C) omits year fixed effects in favor of an
average of other-market entitlements (weighted in proportion to each market pair’s total cross-market trading volume)
and market-specific time trends. Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered by market X year, the level of variation in
both the instrument and the endogenous variable. Subregion is planning subarea as defined by the California Department
of Water Resources. [Back] 51



Table 6: Economic benefits from water markets in several scenarios

Scenarios

Total quantity 

traded

Net sales from 

farms to cities

Economic gains 

(consumer surplus)

(acre-feet/year) (acre-feet/year) ($/year)

1 Observed transactions 382,576 266,108 $145,600,000

(In existing statewide market)

2 Intermediate scenario 2,456,841 690,526 $481,400,000

(Trade up to 17.5% of 

endowment; physical costs)

3 First-best scenario 7,581,138 1,926,043 $1,051,100,000

(Unlimited trade; physical costs)

4 Zeroth-best scenario 7,595,753 3,028,704 $1,218,500,000

(Unlimited trade; no physical 

costs)

Results of counterfactual simulations, as found by solving constrained optimization problems as described in
Step 4. For Scenario 2, all units are constrained to buy or sell no more than 17.5% of their endowments, the
percentage sold by the single unit that exports the greatest volume of water. For Scenario 3, trading quantities
are limited only by endowments (average annual surface water entitlements plus average annual groundwater
supplies), and transactions incur per-kilometer physical costs as estimated in Step 1. For Scenario 4, trading
quantities are limited only by endowments, and physical transportation costs are set to zero. [Back]
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A Validating Low Marginal Values of Water in Agriculture

Counterfactual results suggest that under reduced transaction costs, substantial amounts of water

will be transferred from farms to cities. This result ultimately comes from the fact that water trans-

actions involving agricultural users have lower prices on average than those involving urban users.

To provide further, independent evidence to support this result, and to begin to investigate some of

the reasons for this, I turn to agricultural outcomes. My goals in this section are to (1) measure the

effect of water entitlements on land use, and (2) estimate the average marginal product of (surface)

water entitlements in agriculture.

A.1 Data

For land use, I use a remote sensing (i.e., satellite data) product from U.S. Department of Agriculture

(USDA), the Cropland Data Layer. This gives the crop grown at every pixel in a 30-meter grid for the

entire United States, in each year from 2007 through 2016. California alone has 300 million pixels

per year. I aggregate pixels to farm fields (quarter quarter sections) using the Public Land Survey

System, keeping the modal land use within each field. This leaves about 450,000 observations per

year. Aggregating to fields reduces noise and computational time without losing much information

signal, since the survey system is highly collinear with cropping patterns.

For agricultural revenues and profits, I obtain access to restricted-use microdata from the USDA’s

Census of Agriculture. This gives self-reported farm-level revenues and expenditures for a sample

of farm operations in California at five-year intervals, from 1982 through 2012. (Although it is a

census, some operations answer only a short-form questionnaire without financial information.)

In some analyses, I also use revenue and profit variables derived from land use data. I construct

these by parameterizing observed crop choice using mean prices (within crop category and county)

and mean variable expenditures (within crop category). Prices come from California County Agri-

cultural Commissioners’ Reports; for each crop category, I divide total revenues by acres harvested

and take the mean across years within county. For variable expenditures, I use the Census of Agri-

culture microdata, taking the coefficients from a regression of total expenditures on area harvested

of each crop category and a constant.

For crop water intensity, I use preliminary output from Cal-SIMETAW, the DWR’s new agricul-

tural model for the California Water Plan Update 2018. This gives applied water per acre for each

of 20 crop categories, 278 geographical regions (detailed analysis unit by county), and 36 years

(1980-2015). Estimates are based on weather and plant physiology along with detailed knowledge

of soils, geology, and irrigation practices. I divide crop categories into high and low water intensity

by median within each geographical region.

For weather covariates, I use gridded data from Schlenker and Roberts (2009), derived from

PRISM monthly data and daily weather station observations. This gives daily minimum and maxi-

mum temperatures and precipitation on a 4-km grid for the contiguous United States. I follow their

methods to construct the following secondary variables at the quarter-year level: total precipitation;
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time at different temperatures, degree days, and vapor pressure deficit (Roberts et al. 2013). Details

of the construction of all agricultural variables and covariates are described in the Data Appendix,

Section E.

A.2 Outcome variables

For land use, my primary data source is remote sensing data. This data includes essentially the

universe of farms in California during the years it is available, and its high spatial resolution allows

extremely precise matching with my water entitlements dataset, via irrigation district boundaries.

It is subject to measurement error from imperfect remote identification of crops, but this is of low

concern because it appears on the left-hand side of the regression.

For financial outcome variables, I use both remote sensing data and the Census of Agriculture,

each of which has advantages and disadvantages. The Census data directly gives self-reported rev-

enues and profits, but its spatial identifiers are low-resolution (county and zip code). This may

create substantial measurement error on the right-hand side of the regression from imprecise match-

ing with my water entitlements dataset. In addition, the Census data is a smaller sample: not all

farms are surveyed, and it is available only once every five years. It is also a highly imbalanced

panel; about one-third of the observations are observed only once and cannot be used with farm

fixed effects. Because revenues and profits are inherently noisy outcomes, statistical power may be

low.

Because of concerns about power and measurement error, I also use revenue and profit vari-

ables constructed from remote sensing data. This allows me to use a larger sample and reduce

measurement error on the right-hand side. The disadvantage is that this measure captures changes

in revenues and profits only through crop choice, missing any changes in yields, crop quality, or

compensatory expenditures, which would bias the estimate downward. On the other hand, it also

may be subject to selection into different crops by land quality or farmer comparative advantage,

which would bias it upward.

A.3 Empirical strategy

To measure the effect of yearly surface water entitlements on land use and financial variables, I

run panel regressions of per-acre outcomes Yf nt (for farm f within irrigation district n in year t) on

per-acre surface water entitlements Ent , farm fixed effects, and year fixed effects:

Yf nt = βEnt +κ f n +λt + ε f nt . (15)

Intuitively, the identifying assumption is that a farm’s water entitlements are as good as ran-

domly assigned, conditional on the farm’s mean entitlements over time (subsumed in the farm fixed

effect) and statewide water availability (subsumed in the year fixed effect). This is plausible given

that my variation comes from nonlinear functions of winter precipitation in mountain ranges (i.e.,

in a different location from the farm) and long-term contract types within the Central Valley Project
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and the State Water Project. Slightly more rigorously, I assume parallel trends in outcomes: absent

cutbacks, farms in different irrigation districts would follow trends over time that differ only by an

additive constant.

The clearest threats to identification are regional time-varying factors that correlate with both

water entitlements and the outcomes. One possibility is local precipitation and other weather, de-

spite the typical geographic separation between where water falls and is used, so I control for a host

of weather variables in both the current and previous year.10 Another possibility is crop prices; for

remote sensing data, I construct revenues using time-invariant means of crop prices. For Census

data, I control for a weighted average of crop prices, where weights equal the baseline crop mix

within the county.

To make results more representative of the sample, I weight observations by area (for remote

sensing data, usually one-sixteenth of a square mile). To account for spatial and temporal correla-

tion, I cluster standard errors either by 8-digit watershed as defined by the U.S. Geological Survey

(for remote sensing data) or by zip code (for Census data).

A.4 Results

Table A1 shows the results for land use. In Panel A, I show separate regressions of the linear

probability of several land-use choices. First, I find that for every additional acre-foot per acre of

water entitlements, 3.5 percentage points less farmland is fallowed (that is, not planted with crops

nor used for another purpose). For comparison, the average crop uses 3.4 acre-feet per acre of water.

This estimate may appear small; it reflects that farmers have multiple margins of adaptation. These

include substitution to groundwater, deficit irrigation (use less water on the same crops), ex-post

water purchases, or reducing any ex-post water sales.

In the following columns of Panel A, I find that water entitlements increase the acreage of both

low- and high-water intensity crops (divided by median). This implies that the response to water

cutbacks is predominantly through the extensive margin (cropping or not) rather than the intensive

margin (more or less water-intensive crops). I also find that the entire shift to fallowing comes

from annual crops (those which must be planted every year). The effect on perennial crops, which

require a fixed investment and can be harvested over multiple years, is a precisely estimated zero. In

summary, when droughts reduce water availability, farmers fallow some of their annual crops, but

not very much of them.

Panel B shows results of a few robustness checks. First I show the results of adding lags of

water entitlements. When including only contemporaneous weather covariates, the previous year’s

entitlements matter. However, when I add weather covariates for the previous year, the previous-year

coefficients become smaller and statistically insignificant, and the current-year coefficient is very

similar to the main specification. In the last column, I estimate the effect of water entitlements on

fallowing in the Census of Agriculture, an entirely independent dataset, and find a nearly identical

10I include quarterly sums or means of precipitation, temperature, degree days, and vapor pressure difference for the
nearest grid point to the farm. See Section 4 for details.
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result.

Table A2 shows the results for revenue and profits. In Panel A, using remote sensing data

(i.e., imputed financial outcomes derived from crop choice), I find that every extra acre-foot of

water entitlements raises revenues by $103, and profits by $26. Like the effects on land use, these

may appear small, but they are consistent with my estimated agricultural marginal valuations from

Section 5, which are often around $100. Using Census of Agriculture data, I find that increases

in water entitlements reduce profits and revenues, but these estimates are imprecise, with large

confidence intervals that include the remote-sensing coefficients. In Panel B, I take the remote

sensing estimate and vary either the inclusion of weather covariates or the level of fixed effects. The

point estimates are similar to the main specification, falling between $21 and $48 per acre-foot.

The empirical specification in this section could be viewed as the reduced form of an instru-

mental variables model in which actual water consumption is the endogenous variable. This would

require stronger identifying assumptions, and none of the available measures of water consumption

is ideal. However, I estimate the first-stage of this model in Section 7, where Table 5 shows that

the coefficient for agriculture is 0.90. Dividing the profit estimate from remote sensing (the reduced

form), by this first stage yields a two-sample instrumental variables estimate of 29.2, little different

from the reduced form.

This section provides two basic results: (1) the short-term marginal product of surface water in

California agriculture is small to zero, and (2) surface water entitlements affect cropping patterns by

only a small amount. Taken together, these results suggest that farmers have scope to reduce their

water consumption without resorting to fallowing their land or even forgoing much profit, at least in

the short term. Thus, an entirely independent empirical approach lends support to the results in the

rest of the paper: marginal valuations in agriculture are low relative to cities, and if water markets

were allowed to expand, substantial amounts of water would be reallocated from farms to cities,

resulting in economic gains.
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Appendix A Tables

Table A1: Effects of surface water entitlements on land use

Low High Perennials Annuals

Water entitlements (acre-feet/acre) -0.035 *** 0.020 ** 0.021 ** 0.000 0.035 ***
(0.007) (0.009) (0.010) (0.004) (0.007)

Weather covariates, same year     
Weather covariates, previous year     
Field fixed effects     
Year fixed effects     

Observations 3,687,424 3,687,424 3,687,424 3,687,424 3,687,424
Clusters 121 121 121 121 121

Census

Water entitlements (acre-feet/acre) -0.035 *** -0.029 ** -0.036 *** -0.034 *** -0.031 ***
(0.007) (0.013) (0.009) (0.007) (0.007)

Water entitlements, 1 year prior -0.038 ** -0.020 -0.018
(0.017) (0.012) (0.014)

Water entitlements, 2 years prior 0.011
(0.011)

Weather covariates, same year    
Weather covariates, previous year   
Field fixed effects     
Year fixed effects     

Observations 3,687,424 3,242,530 3,242,530 2,781,603 84,920
Clusters 121 121 121 121 308

Regressions of the linear probability (remote sensing) or percentage (Census) of agricultural land uses on average 
annual water entitlements. Observations are quarter quarter sections (remote sensing) or operations (Census) and 
are weighted by area. Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered by 8-digit watershed (remote sensing) or zip 
code (Census). * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.

Panel A: Land use effects (linear probability)

Fallowing (linear probability)
Remote sensing

Crops, by water intensity Crops, by life cycle

Panel B: Robustness checks

Fallowing
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Table A2: Effects of surface water entitlements on profits and revenues

Profit Revenue Profit Revenue

Water entitlements (acre-feet/acre) 26.3 103.3 *** -54.6 -103.2
(29.0) (29.9) (46.8) (106.5)

Weather covariates, same year  
Weather covariates, previous year  
Field fixed effects    
Year fixed effects    

Observations 3,687,416 3,687,416 77,448 80,593
Clusters 121 121 308 307

Water entitlements (acre-feet/acre) 26.3 47.6 21.9 47.4 *
(29.0) (29.9) (30.6) (24.7)

Weather covariates, same year   
Weather covariates, previous year  
Field fixed effects    
Year fixed effects    
County-by-year fixed effects 

Observations 3,687,416 3,704,111 3,687,423 3,687,416
Clusters 121 121 121 121

Remote sensing Census of Agriculture

Remote sensing: Profit ($/acre)

Panel A: Profits and Revenues ($/acre)

Panel B: Robustness Checks

Regressions of per-acre profits or revenues on average annual water entitlements. For the 
remote sensing sample, outcomes are constructed from crop choices using time-invariant 
average prices within crop category and county. Observations are quarter quarter sections 
(remote sensing) or operations (Census) and are weighted by area. Standard errors (in 
parentheses) are clustered by 8-digit USGS watershed (remote sensing) or zip code (Census). * 
p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.
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B Market Power as an Alternative Explanation for Price Gaps

In the main sections of this paper, I document price gaps associated with regulatory barriers and

other cost factors, and I interpret these price gaps as marginal transaction costs. In this appendix, I

investigate whether these price gaps may instead be explained by market power.

Because my model of bilateral negotiations rules out the successful exercise of market power,

I first develop an alternative model of spatial trade that allows both buyers and sellers to exploit

market power. Then, I derive and perform an empirical procedure that adjusts raw prices for market

power, using estimated pass-through rates as sufficient statistics. Both the model and empirical

procedure are based in, and extend the approach of, Atkin and Donaldson (2015). Finally, using

these adjusted prices, I re-estimate marginal transaction costs as in Section 5. I find little change in

the overall pattern of marginal transaction costs, and so I conclude that the issue of market power is

small relative to transaction costs.

Even if markups are non-negligible, however, the approach in the main sections of this paper are

still interpretable. The price gaps I estimate in 5 would instead measure both marginal transaction

costs and differences in markups (and markdowns) that are correlated with the selected cost factors.

Because both transaction costs and markups drive wedges between observed prices and marginal

valuations, the bounds I estimate for marginal valuations using these estimated price gaps are still

valid.11 Then, as long as these differential markups are endogenous to the transaction costs (as

opposed to arising from exogeous aspects of the market structure), eliminating transaction costs

would also eliminate markups, and counterfactual price and quantity analysis proceeds through the

same way. What markups do change is the interpretation of consumer surplus in welfare analysis.

The deadweight loss triangles still represent true potential economic gains from removing the cost

factors, but now some of the price gap rectangle may simply represent transfers between parties

without lost efficiency.

B.1 Model of spatial trade with market power

As in the main model, N water districts indexed by n (or by o for origin and d for destination) are

given initial endowment En that is allocated efficiently among a continuum of consumers. Con-

sumers’ preferences can be aggregated such that each district has an inverse demand function

Vn(Qn), which gives marginal valuations as a function of quantity consumed Qn. Trade across

districts is conducted by two layers of intermediaries. In each district, selling intermediaries (“sell-

ers”) can buy units of water from consumers (at their marginal valuations Vo(Qo)) and sell to buying

intermediaries (“buyers”) in another district. Buyers, in turn, buy water from sellers and can sell

to consumers in their own district (at their marginal valuations Vd(Qd)). Sellers and buyers meet at

exchange points unique to each pair of districts, where prices Pod are determined.

Each transaction i generates constant marginal transaction costs for both sellers and buyers, as

11Under an analogous assumption for markups as Assumption 3 for transaction costs: that differences in markups
associated with specific cost factors are constant and additively linear.
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in Assumption 1. However, sellers and buyers may also incur fixed costs: Cs
od(qiod) = τs

odqiod +Fs
od

and Cb
od(qiod) = τb

odqiod +Fb
od .

Also unlike in the main model, strategic interactions are possible among sellers at specific desti-

nations, and among buyers at specific origins. One seller’s quantity decisions may affect the profits

of other sellers to the same district through the aggregate quantity sold, and similarly for buyers. I

summarize this strategic interaction using a competitiveness index, following Atkin and Donaldson

(2015).

Assumption 5. Market structure. Buying and selling intermediaries choose quantities qiod to

maximize profits subject to the expected response of other intermediaries. The competitiveness

index φ s
od ≡

( dQd
dqiod

)−1( Qd
qiod

)
for sellers and φ b

od ≡
( dQo

dqiod

)−1( Qo
qiod

)
for buyers is fixed for each origin-

destination district pair.

This approach nests many specific models of market structure. For Cournot oligopoly with

identical intermediaries, the competitiveness index φ s
od equals Qd/qiod , or the number of intermedi-

aries. For perfect collusion or a pure monopoly, φ s
od = 1, and for perfect competition, φ s

od −→ ∞.

Note that both buyers and sellers cannot both successfully exercise market power in the same ori-

gin/destination pair. Market power comes from keeping quantities lower or higher than efficient;

these are mutually exclusive. However, by permitting both in the same model, I allow the market

power to appear on either side (which may even change from place to place).

Next, I define markups (also referred to as markdowns, for buyers) as any difference between

prices and willingness to pay (or to accept):

(Sellers) µ
s
od(Qo)≡ Pod(Qo)−Vo(Qo)− τ

s
od (16)

(Buyers) µ
b
od(Qd)≡Vd(Qd)− τ

b
od−Pod(Qd).

I then assume there are no strategic interactions across sellers and buyers.

Assumption 6. No interactions across sides of the market. Markups set by sellers and buyers are

not affected by the overall quantities consumed in their own districts: ∂ µs
od

∂Qo
= 0 and ∂ µb

od
∂Qd

= 0.

This says that in choosing quantities, intermediaries consider only the other side’s demand re-

sponse, not any expected strategic change in markups. A sufficient condition for this assumption is

that market power exists on only one side of the market: for any origin-destination pair, one side

may exert market power, while the other consists of price-takers. (Appendix C describes a model of

bargaining under bilateral oligopoly that allows for more symmetric analysis.)

With this setup in place, the first-order conditions for buyers and sellers yield expressions for

markups:

(Sellers) µ
s
od =−

( ∂Vd

∂Qd

)Qd

φ s
od

(17)

(Buyers) µ
b
od =+

( ∂Vo

∂Qo

)Qo

φ b
od
.
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Note that if markups are zero (such as under perfect competition), Equation 16 becomes identical

to the result for price determination in the main model.

B.2 Deriving the estimation procedure

Following Atkin and Donaldson (2015), I use pass-through rates as sufficient statistics for the

competitive structure of the market. I first define pass-through rates as the absolute rate at which

costs (for sellers) or revenues (for buyers) are passed through to market equilibrium prices: ρs
od ≡

∂Pod/∂MWT Pod and ρb
od ≡ ∂Pod/∂MWTAod , where MWT Pod = Vo(Qo) + τs

od and MWTAod =

Vd(Qd)+ τb
od . Then, I assume demand takes a particularly convenient functional form.

Assumption 7. Bulow-Pfeiderer demand. Consumer preferences are time-invariant and take the

form

Vn(Qn) =


an−bn(Qn)

δn if δn > 0,an > 0,bn > 0,0 < Qn < (an/bn)
1/δn

an−bn ln(Qn) if δn = 0,an > 0,bn > 0,0 < Qn < e(an/bn)

an−bn(Qn)
δn if δn < 0,an ≥ 0,bn < 0,0 < Qn < ∞.

Under this assumption, pass-through rates can be expressed as ρs
od =

(
1+ δd

φ s
od

)−1 and ρb
od =(

1+ δo
φ b

od

)−1, and each is fixed within seller-buyer pair. Inserting this functional form for demand

into buyers’ and sellers’ first-order conditions, and adding time subscripts, yields:

(Sellers) Podt = γ
s
odVot +ρ

s
odτ

s
odt − (1−ρ

s
od)(τ

b
odt −ad)+(1−ρ

s
od)(

1
ρb

od
−1)ao (18)

(Buyers) Podt = γ
b
odVdt −ρ

b
odτ

b
odt +(1−ρ

b
od)(τ

s
odt +ao)+(1−ρ

b
od)(

1
ρs

od
−1)ad ,

where γs
od ≡ (ρs

od +ρb
od−1)/ρb

od and γb
od ≡ (ρs

od +ρb
od−1)/ρs

od .

From here, I can obtain unbiased estimates of transaction costs – accounting for markups – via

a two-step procedure.

Step 1: Estimate pair-specific pass-through rates for buyers and sellers. First, to transform

18 into a regression model, I again adopt Assumption 3 (additively linear factor-specific transaction

costs). I absorb demand levels (terms depending on ao and ad) and time-invariant portions of trans-

action costs with buyer-seller pair fixed effects. Then, I regress prices on previously-estimated

marginal valuations (also restoring Assumption 4 to ensure marginal valuations are point estimates

rather than bounds):

(Sellers) Piodt = γ
s
odV̂ot +λ

s
od + ε

s
iodt (19)

(Buyers) Piodt = γ
b
odV̂dt +λ

b
od + ε

b
iodt ,

where I assume movement in marginal valuations within buyer-seller pair is uncorrelated with other,

unobserved determinants of prices. (The error terms arise from idiosyncratic time variation in trans-
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action costs, τ̃s
odt and τ̃b

odt .) Upon obtaining estimates γ̂s
od and γ̂b

od , I can back out ρ̂s
od and ρ̂b

od

by solving the system of two equations defining γs
od and γb

od : ρs
od = γb

od/(γ
s
od + γb

od − γs
odγb

od) and

ρs
od = γs

od/(γ
s
od + γb

od− γs
odγb

od).

Step 2: Adjust prices for pass-through and re-estimate transaction costs from gaps in
adjusted prices. Second, by inserting Assumption 3 into Equation 18 and rearranging, I obtain

(Sellers)
1

ρ̂s
od

(
ρ̂

s
odPiodt +(1− ρ̂

s
od)V̂dt

)
= ωot + τ

sBod + vs
iodt (20)

(Buyers)
1

ρ̂b
od

(
ρ̂

b
odPiodt +(1− ρ̂

b
od)V̂ot

)
= ωdt + τ

bBod + vb
iodt .

These can be estimated as regressions, yielding new unbiased estimates of factor-specific transaction

costs τ̂s and τ̂b. Here I have to assume that inverse demand levels an (absorbed by the error terms

viodt) are uncorrelated with the cost factors Bod , which may appear to be a strong assumption but is

also implicitly assumed in the main sections of this paper.

Finally, note that the full price gap as estimated in Section 5 (i.e., without adjusting prices

for imperfect pass-through) identifies the sum of factor-specific transaction costs and factor-specific

markups. Therefore, the difference between these two estimates identifies the factor-specific markups.

B.3 Empirical implementation

To bring the regressions from Step 1 and Step 2 to the data, I make several more choices.

First, I coarsen the level of origin and destination od in order to conserve statistical power.

Instead of estimating parameters at the consumer level, I use the level of groups defined by the

interaction of hydrologic region and major cost factors (the ones for which I measure transaction

costs). Regression 19 is more demanding of the data than other regressions in this paper, as it

requires estimating both an intercept and a slope (i.e., a fixed effect and a coefficient) for each origin-

destination pair. If I continued to use consumer-level pairs, very few parameters would be identified,

since most consumer pairs do not have repeated transactions over time. This coarser grouping

of origins and destinations still allows markups to vary discontinuously across the cost factors as

well as across geography. Of 1,190 possible group-pair cells, 48 have at least 3 observations (the

minimum necessary to identify both point estimates and standard errors).

Second, I instrument for marginal valuations using the leave-out mean of marginal valuations

within each of these cells, estimating Equation 19 via two-stage least squares. This addresses the

potential concern of mechanical correlation between prices and marginal valuations, since marginal

valuations are constructed using within-consumer price data. It does not necessarily solve any other

potential endogeneity concerns. Unfortunately, I cannot use the same instrument as in estimating

demand elasticities, namely fluctuations in water entitlements. Here, I need to estimate cell-specific

parameters, but water entitlements have variation within only a subset of the cells.

Third, I impute 1 for any parameters γ̂s
od or γ̂b

od that are unidentified, in order to still calculate
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values for ρ̂s
od and ρ̂b

od . That is, I assume complete pass-through, as in the case of perfect competi-

tion. This affects origin-destination cells that have only 1 or 2 observations, which comprise 15%

of my dataset.

Finally, in the second step, I drop observations for which the pass-through rate (ρ̂s
od or ρ̂b

od) is

below 0.2 or greater than 2, following Atkin and Donaldson (2015). This ensures that the estimates

are not driven by noisy outliers in estimated pass-through rates, which may be amplified because

they appear in the denominator on the left-hand side. This sample restriction affects 19% of my

dataset.

B.4 Results

In Step 1, I estimate Equation 19 by two-stage least squares regression, obtain the estimates γ̂s
od and

γ̂b
od , and algebraically solve their definitions to obtain ρ̂s

od and ρ̂b
od . These are pass-through rates for

sellers and buyers, estimated using time-series variation in regional marginal valuations.

Figure B1 plots histograms of these estimated pass-through rates. Sellers’ pass-through rates

cluster tightly around 1, which is consistent with models in which sellers are not able to successfully

exercise market power, including the model of perfect competition in the main sections of this paper.

Buyers’ pass-through rates are more dispersed, with a mode below 1, suggesting that buyers may

have some ability to exercise market power. (Note that depending on market structure, market power

may be consistent with pass-through rates either below or above 1).

In Step 2, I adjust raw prices for possible markups and markdowns and then re-estimate marginal

transaction costs associated with the cost factors selected in Section 5. Under the assumptions of

the model in this appendix, the adjusted prices reflect what prices would be in a partial-equilibrium

counterfactual without markups or markdowns. The prior estimates of transaction costs (in Section

5) then may be biased, since they capture both marginal transaction costs as well as any differential

markups or markdowns that vary with the cost factors (and presumably arise from the cost factors,

since transaction costs reduce competition). In contrast, the estimates here account for markups and

markdowns, allowing me to better isolate the marginal transaction costs.

Table B1 shows the results of these marginal transaction cost regressions, from Equation 20.

This table is identical to Table 3 from Section 5, except that the dependent variable is adjusted

prices rather than raw prices. For sellers, adjusting for markups leaves the estimates essentially

unchanged. For example, the coefficient on the aggregated cost factor variable (Panel A, column

4) decreases from 88.5 to 72.4, but this difference is well within the range of statistical uncertainty.

Coefficients on the disaggregated cost factors are also individually similar to those in Table 3. For

buyers, the overall pattern is similar as in Table 3, but the coefficients are considerably noisier. The

point estimates are larger, suggesting that market power in this setting does not exacerbate marginal

transaction costs, but rather acts to reduce the transaction costs associated with these cost factors.

However, once again, these new estimates (using adjusted prices) are not statistically distinguishable

from the prior estimates (which used raw prices).

Overall, the results of this exercise suggest that market power does not explain the large marginal
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transaction costs I estimate in Section 5. After adjusting for possible markups, marginal transaction

costs for sellers remain large and statistically distinguishable from zero. After adjusting for possible

markdowns, marginal transaction costs for buyers are no smaller; if anything they may even be

larger than when estimated with raw prices. I conclude that the assumption of no exercise of market

power, maintained throughout the main sections of this paper, is reasonable, and that I can interpret

marginal transaction costs as true deadweight loss rather than transfers between consumers.

Appendix B Figures and Tables

Figure B1: Estimated pass-through rates

Estimated pass-through rates: Sellers

0 .5 1 1.5 2

Estimated pass-through rates: Buyers

Histograms of estimated pass-through rates for sellers and buyers. Each pass-through rate corresponds to a
different origin-destination region pair, where regions are defined by the interaction of hydrologic region and
major cost factors. Pass-through rates are derived from transaction-level regressions of prices on marginal
valuations (as estimated in Step 2 of the main part of this paper) in which both coefficients and fixed effects
are estimated separately for each origin-destination pair. Each marginal valuation is instrumented with the
leave-out regional mean of marginal valuations, meaning the coefficients are identified using time-series
variation in regional marginal valuations.
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Table B1: Marginal transaction costs, adjusting for incomplete pass-through

Dependent variable:

Price ($/acre-foot)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Additional regulatory review 30.8 43.9 * 42.5 72.4 *** -273 -594 -1103 * -1132 1204 *

(43.6) (22.6) (30.8) (25.7) (258) (512) (576) (717) (717)

Distance (km) -5.21 -3.44 * -0.97 -5.00 -3.51 -17.39 ** -33.41 *** -29.21 ** 24.21 **

(3.94) (1.98) (2.20) (3.13) (12.21) (8.46) (9.27) (11.87) (12.28)

Cross-sector transfer (ag-to-urban) -9.4 * -9.0 *** 6.5 -6.3 17.9 -2.3 18.3 * 18.8 -25.1 *

(4.8) (3.0) (4.4) (4.0) (16.2) (11.6) (10.6) (13.4) (14.0)

Seller's region by year FE    

Seller's subregion by year FE  

Seller FE  

Seller by year FE 

Buyer's region by year FE    

Buyer's subregion by year FE  

Buyer FE  

Buyer by year FE 

Observations 1,971 1,971 1,971 1,971 1,823 1,823 1,823 1,823

Clusters 125 125 125 125 127 127 127 127

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Delta crossing only 135 *** 130 *** 108 ** 195 *** -716 * -914 ** -1681 *** -1740 *** 1934 ***

(36) (48) (47) (49) (406) (460) (559) (636) (638)

SWRCB review only -26 35 *** 14 46 *** 18 144 -478 -262 308

(26) (12) (26) (13) (386) (658) (739) (1173) (1173)

DWR review only -37 -56 * 212 10 120 -153 -498 -68 79

(39) (34) (195) (33) (396) (211) (350) (111) (116)

USBR review only -91 -56 -541 -3 91 126 -454 -237 233

(105) (36) (500) (11) (329) (602) (707) (1109) (1109)

Delta crossing + SWRCB review - - - - -227 -986 -1265 ** -1383 * -

- - - - (496) (595) (625) (719) -

Delta crossing + DWR review 165 *** 105 ** 129 *** 151 *** - - - - -

(37) (43) (46) (50) - - - - -

Delta crossing + USBR review 1 51 * 94 * 195 *** -335 -875 * -1244 ** -1532 ** 1727 **

(32) (30) (48) (72) (338) (487) (565) (679) (683)

County review 83.2 * -24.5 * -26.8 -30.4 ** 34.1 -8.8 -25.3 -27.0 -3.4

(43.2) (14.5) (19.1) (14.1) (80.4) (64.0) (73.8) (64.5) (66.0)

Distance (km) -0.079 -0.006 0.047 0.002 -0.103 -0.524 -0.677 -0.326 0.328

(0.074) (0.037) (0.040) (0.056) (0.404) (0.355) (0.579) (0.591) (0.593)

Seller's region by year FE    

Seller's subregion by year FE  

Seller FE  

Seller by year FE 

Buyer's region by year FE    

Buyer's subregion by year FE  

Buyer FE  

Buyer by year FE 

Observations 2,037 2,037 2,037 2,037 1,834 1,834 1,834 1,834

Clusters 181 181 181 181 130 130 130 130

SELLERS (positive coefficients are costly) BUYERS (negative coefficients are costly) Total Cost

Panel A: Aggregated cost factors

Panel B: Disaggregated cost factors

Regressions of transaction price on cost factors from Table 2, adjusting prices for incomplete pass-through (and therefore
for some possible forms of market power). The left side (columns 1-4) include seller-side fixed effects, comparing prices
across buyers. Positive coefficients reflect a price premium, indicating that the cost factor is costly to the seller. The right
side (columns 5-8) include buyer-side fixed effects, comparing prices across sellers. Negative coefficients reflect a price
discount, indicating that the cost factor is costly to the buyer. Column (9) calculates the linear combination of the absolute
value of (4) and (8), the preferred specifications. Standard errors are shown in parentheses and clustered by region X year.
Region and subregion are hydrological region and planning subarea as defined by the California Department of Water
Resources. All regressions also include comparison-sample indicator variables. * p<.1, ** p<.05, *** p<.01.
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C Nash-in-Nash Bargaining as an Alternative Model

The model in the main section of this paper relies on an assumption of perfect competition among

intermediaries that trade across water districts. In this section, I propose a model with alternative

foundations that may be more realistic. I show that, under certain conditions, this model yields

approximately the same results on equilibrium prices as I use in my empirical approach. In this

model, a finite number of districts engage in simultaneous bilateral negotiations to trade endow-

ments of a homogeneous good. Both buyers and sellers incur nominal transaction costs that may be

pair-specific and asymmetric. The solution concept, as in other bargaining models in the industrial

organization literature (e.g., Ho and Lee 2017), is a Nash equilibrium in Nash bargaining solutions.

C.1 Basic bilateral negotiation

I begin with a general bargaining model. Here I make no assumptions on how negotiations proceed;

the goal is simply to characterize the set of transaction prices that are individually rational.

An economy has N districts indexed by n who each have initial endowment En of water, a single

homogeneous good. Each district has a total valuation function Vn(Qn) that is positive, increasing,

concave, and differentiable. The derivative of total valuation, Vn(Qn)≡ dVn(Qn)/dQn gives inverse

demand, or marginal valuation at a given quantity demanded Qn. Any pair of districts can trade

water with each other; a transaction consists of quantity qod (sold from origin o to destination d) and

per-unit price Pod . In trading, districts incur pair-specific, asymmetric transaction costs: Cs
od(qod)

in selling and Cb
od(qod) in buying. These cost functions are weakly positive, weakly increasing, and

differentiable.

Consider a negotiation between a single pair of districts, holding fixed Qn (the outcomes of all

other negotiations). Net profits for a seller o and a buyer d are the additional profits obtained by a

given transaction:

π
s
od ≡ Podqod +Vo(Qo−qod)−Vo(Qo)−Cs

od(qod) (21)

π
b
od ≡ −Podqod +Vd(Qd +qod)−Vd(Qd)−Cb

od(qod).

A transaction is individually rational if and only if net profits are positive for both seller and

buyer: πs
od ≥ 0, πb

od ≥ 0. Rearranged, these conditions are:

Podqod ≥ WTAs
od ≡ Vo(Qo)−

[
Vo(Qo−qod)−Cs

od(qod)
]

(22)

Podqod ≤ WT Pb
od ≡

[
Vd(Qd +qod)−Cb

od(qod)
]
−Vd(Qd).

Combining these, the amount transferred must fall between the seller’s willingness to accept and the

buyer’s willingness to pay: WTAs
od ≤ Podqod ≤WT Pb

od . Without loss of generality, I parameterize

the proportion of bilateral surplus that is obtained by the seller as σod ∈ [0,1]. Then, all individually
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rational prices meet the condition Podqod = σodWT Ps
od +(1−σod)WTAs

od , or

Pod = (1−σod)

(
Vo(Qo)−Vo(Qo−qod)

qod

)
+σod

(
Vd(Qd +qod)−Vd(Qd)

qod

)
+(1−σod)

(
Cs

od(qod)

qod

)
−σod

(
Cb

od(qod)

qod

)
. (23)

In other words, individually rational prices are a linear combination of average incremental valua-

tions and average transaction costs.

C.2 Nash equilibrium in simultaneous bilateral negotiations

Next, I specify conditions of these bilateral negotiations that will permit an equilibrium in prices

and quantities. Throughout, I rely on results from Björnerstedt and Stennek (2007).

Each possible pair of districts in the economy engages in simultaneous Rubinstein-Stahl negoti-

ations. Districts alternate bids in each round until a bid is accepted or negotation fails. Each bilateral

negotiation is conducted by a separate delegated agent, who observes the entire history of bids and

decisions up to that point but not bids in the same round.

This setup does not literally describe the negotiation patterns in the California water market,

where transactions may be negotiated sequentially rather than simultaneously, and negotiations are

likely conducted with full knowledge of any other simultaneous negotiations. However, I believe it

requires substantially weaker assumptions than the model in the main section of the paper. Instead

of perfect competition among hypothetical intermediaries, this model allows bilateral oligopoly

among districts, who conduct transactions directly. Collard-Wexler et al. (2017) relax the delegated-

agent assumption, allowing consumers to use information across simultaneous negotiations, but

their framework is not a close fit for my context, since it does not allow for endogenous trading-

network formation nor for pair-specific transaction costs.

I again adopt Assumption 1, constant marginal transaction costs: Cs
od = τs

odqod and Cb
od = τb

odqod .

Björnerstedt and Stennek (2007) generalize this slightly, but fixed costs still need to be small. Agents

maximize the sum of their districts’ per-period profits, discounted by common factor δ , where per-

period profits are:

Π
s
od ≡ Vo(Eo−∑

d
qod)+∑

d
Podqod−∑

d
τ

s
odqod (24)

Π
b
od ≡ Vd(Ed +∑

o
qod)−∑

o
Podqod−∑

o
τ

b
odqod .

Given this setup, Proposition 1 of Björnerstedt and Stennek (2007) ensures two things. First,

there exists a sequential equilibrium in which agents immediately agree on the vector of transaction

quantities qod that maximizes bilateral surplus – i.e., the additional combined profit taking others as

given, πs
od +πb

od . Taking the first-order condition shows that each pair of districts either does not

trade (qod = 0) or trades a positive amount implicitly defined by the condition
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Vd(Qd +qod)− τ
b
od =Vo(Qo−qod)+ τ

s
od . (25)

This result is familiar from this paper’s main model; it is identical to Equation 3. It says that the

quantity traded equates the marginal valuations of buyer and seller, up to transaction costs.

Second, as the time between negotiation periods becomes small (δ → 1), prices give an equal

split of the bilateral surplus. That is, σod = 1
2 for all districts o and d. Finally, Proposition 2

of Björnerstedt and Stennek (2007) ensures that quantities in this equilibrium coincide with the

Walrasian quantities; i.e., the quantities that would result if all districts were price-takers. These

results also constitute a Nash equilibrium in Nash bargaining solutions; the outcome of each bilateral

Rubinstein-Stahl negotiations (as the discount factor approaches 1) maximizes that pair’s bilateral

Nash product, taking as given the outcomes of all other negotiations.

C.3 Small transaction quantities

With an equal split of surplus, prices in this equilibrium are given as

Pod =
1
2

(
Vo(Qo)−Vo(Qo−qod)

qod

)
+

1
2

(
Vd(Qd +qod)−Vd(Qd)

qod

)
+

1
2
(τs

od− τ
b
od). (26)

Note that the first two expressions in parentheses resemble the definition of a derivative. As indi-

vidual transaction quantities become small relative to total quantity consumed (qod/Qn→ 0), prices

converge to12

Pod =Vo(Qo)+ τ
s
od =Vd(Qd)− τ

b
od . (27)

Once again, prices equalize the seller’s marginal willingness to accept with the buyer’s marginal

willingness to pay. This is exactly the same result as Equation 3 in the perfectly competitive model

– the key identifying condition I use to estimate transaction costs and marginal valuations.

With Equation 27, this appendix suggests that my overall empirical approach does not hinge

on the strong assumptions of the perfectly competitive model from Section 3. Instead, my key

revealed-preference condition can be viewed as the approximate outcome of a significantly more

realistic model of bilateral bargaining. This holds as long as transaction quantities are small relative

to total quantity consumed – which is true for the vast majority of water districts in California.

C.4 Fixed costs

With arbitrary fixed costs, the equilibrium results of Björnerstedt and Stennek (2007) do not nec-

essarily hold. (See Appendix B for a model that admits arbitrary fixed costs.) However, the set of

individually rational prices can still be characterized.

Instead of Assumption 1, I allow both constant marginal transaction costs and fixed costs: Cs
od =

12This result is obtained from applying the definition of a derivative to Equation 26 and inserting Equation 25. It
corresponds to Proposition 6 of Björnerstedt and Stennek (2007), which allows slightly more general transaction costs.
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τs
odqod +Fs

od and Cb
od = τb

odqod +Fb
od . Here, prices in observed transactions must meet the condition

Pod = (1−σod)

(
Vo(Qo)−Vo(Qo−qod)

qod

)
+σod

(
Vd(Qd +qod)−Vd(Qd)

qod

)
+(1−σod)τ

s
od−σodτ

b
od +

1
qod

[
(1−σod)Fs

od−σodFb
od
]
. (28)

for some value of σod ∈ [0,1].

As transaction quantities become small relative to total quantity consumed (qod/Qn → 0), as-

suming an equal split of surplus (σod = 1
2 ), prices converge to:

Pod = Vo(Qo)+ τ
s
od +

1
2qod

(
Fs

od−Fb
od
)

(29)

= Vd(Qd)− τ
b
od +

1
2qod

(
Fs

od−Fb
od
)
.

Quantities cannot become small relative to fixed costs, or the transaction would become too ex-

pensive. However, it is entirely possible that fixed costs are non-negligible yet individual transaction

quantities are still small relative to overall quantities.

This result modifies Equation 27 under some conditions to account for fixed costs. What affects

prices is not the absolute size of fixed costs, but the difference between the fixed costs incurred by

buyer and seller. If the buyer and seller incur dramatically different fixed costs, prices look quite

different from Equation 27. However, if both bargaining power and the size of fixed costs are similar

between buyer and seller, prices are approximately the same as without fixed costs.
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D Appendix Tables

Table D1: Marginal transaction costs: robustness checks

Dependent variable:

Price ($/acre-foot)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Additional regulatory review 91.2 *** 87.6 *** 92.9 *** 92.6 *** -161.1 ** -163.1 ** -157.5 -166.8 **

(31.8) (30.1) (31.5) (32.5) (65.0) (64.7) (96.7) (76.2)

Distance (km) -0.026 -0.012 -0.037 -0.040 -0.067 -0.067 -0.065 -0.007

(0.045) (0.037) (0.046) (0.064) (0.077) (0.078) (0.086) (0.088)

Sample All All All Surface All All All Surface

Volume (natural log points)  

Seller by year FE    

Seller by year by month FE 

Buyer by year FE    

Buyer by year by month FE 

Observations 2,584 2,584 2,584 507 2,727 2,727 2,727 634

Clusters 177 177 177 110 192 192 192 119

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Delta crossing only 258.1 *** 246.2 *** 338.0 *** 269.1 *** -65.4 -68.7 -151.4 ** -76.7 *

(58.0) (54.8) (34.3) (62.3) (42.9) (42.1) (69.8) (41.2)

SWRCB review only 58.0 *** 57.6 *** 51.6 *** 58.9 *** -136.8 * -142.9 * -169.1 -129.9

(15.2) (15.0) (13.9) (15.5) (80.3) (80.7) (110.6) (84.5)

DWR review only 21.3 15.7 -4.7 23.0 -385.3 *** -384.2 *** - -521.5 ***

(33.3) (30.7) (26.6) (34.6) (111.9) (108.6) - (16.3)

USBR review only -8.7 -9.4 -0.4 -10.2 -125.4 -125.6 -157.8 -125.1

(11.2) (10.3) (9.0) (11.7) (77.3) (78.2) (107.1) (81.8)

Delta crossing + SWRCB review - - - - -72.7 -67.9 -88.8 -67.7

- - - - (51.3) (51.5) (83.7) (53.4)

Delta crossing + DWR review 183.5 *** 179.9 *** 289.6 *** 182.4 *** - - - -

(65.0) (62.9) (39.3) (68.1) - - - -

Delta crossing + USBR review 217.6 *** 212.7 *** 188.0 *** 219.8 *** -114.4 ** -120.3 ** -121.2 -80.6

(77.6) (74.0) (56.7) (81.8) (51.6) (51.2) (85.6) (51.2)

County review 1.1 1.0 -3.4 3.6 21.7 ** 21.4 ** 20.1 ** 17.0 *

(7.4) (7.2) (5.9) (8.1) (9.3) (9.7) (8.0) (9.4)

Distance (km) -0.059 -0.043 -0.072 -0.094 -0.160 -0.168 * -0.199 -0.131

(0.045) (0.037) (0.045) (0.064) (0.101) (0.100) (0.127) (0.097)

Sample All All All Surface All All All Surface

Volume (natural log points)  

Seller by year FE   

Seller by year by month FE 

Buyer by year FE   

Buyer by year by month FE 

Observations 2,584 2,584 2,584 507 2,727 2,727 2,727 634

Clusters 177 177 177 110 192 192 192 119

SELLERS (positive coefficients are costly) BUYERS (negative coefficients are costly)

Panel A: Aggregated cost factors

Panel B: Disaggregated cost factors

Regressions of transaction price on cost factors from Table 2. The left side (columns 1-4) include seller-side fixed effects,
comparing prices across buyers. Positive coefficients reflect a price premium, indicating that the cost factor is costly
to the seller. The right side (columns 5-8) include buyer-side fixed effects, comparing prices across sellers. Negative
coefficients reflect a price discount, indicating that the cost factor is costly to the buyer. Columns 1 and 5 repeat the
preferred specifications from Table 3 for reference. Columns 2 and 6 control for volume, columns 3 and 7 control for
district-by-month fixed effects, and columns 4 and 8 exclude transactions of water originating in adjudicated groundwater
rights. Standard errors are shown in parentheses and clustered by region X year. Region and subregion are hydrological
region and planning subarea as defined by the California Department of Water Resources. All regressions also include
comparison-sample indicator variables. * p<.1, ** p<.05, *** p<.01. [Back]
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Table D2: Demand elasticities: further regressions

Agriculture Urban

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Ln(Entitlements) -0.68 -0.79 -0.81 -1.19 -0.73 -0.40

(0.22) (0.20) (0.18) (0.29) (0.22) (0.20)

Cost factors X Direction      

Year fixed effects      

Market fixed effects      

Subregion fixed effects  

District fixed effects  

Observations 2,421 2,421 2,421 2,547 2,547 2,547

Clusters 204 204 204 157 157 157

Agriculture Urban

Ln(Quantity consumed) -0.86 -0.91 -0.94 -0.67 -0.32 -0.07

0.24 0.22 0.19 0.20 0.19 0.14

Cost factors X Direction      

Year fixed effects      

Market fixed effects      

Subregion fixed effects  

District fixed effects  

Observations 2,421 2,421 2,421 2,547 2,547 2,547

Clusters 204 204 204 157 157 157

Agriculture Urban

Ln(Quantity consumed) -0.34 -0.44 -0.77 0.00 0.10 -0.03

(0.20) (0.16) (0.15) (0.39) (0.38) (0.35)

Year fixed effects      

Market fixed effects      

Subregion fixed effects  

District fixed effects  

Observations 4,112 4,112 4,112 3,851 3,851 3,851

Clusters 237 237 237 183 183 183

Agriculture Urban

Ln(Quantity consumed) -0.68 -0.73 -1.05 -0.52 -0.52 -0.52

(0.15) (0.13) (0.18) (0.36) (0.46) (0.52)

Other-market entitlements      

Market fixed effects      

Market-specific time trends      

Subregion FE & time trends  

District FE & time trends  

Observations 4,112 4,112 4,112 3,851 3,851 3,851

Clusters 237 237 237 183 183 183

Panel D: Alternative Specification with Marginal Valuations (2SLS)

Ln (Marginal valuation)

Panel A: Reduced Form

Ln (Price)

Panel B: OLS

Ln (Price)

Panel C: Marginal Valuations (2SLS)

Ln (Marginal valuation)

Dependent variable is listed immediately below each panel title. Observations are transactions; quantities and entitlements
are market-level sums per year. Panel A reports reduced-form regressions of prices on market-level entitlements. Panel
B reports OLS regressions of prices on quantity consumed, without instrumenting. Panels C and D report two-stage
least squares regressions of estimated marginal valuations (rather than prices) on quantity consumed, instrumenting with
entitlements. Panel D omits year fixed effects in favor of an average of other-market entitlements (weighted in proportion
to each market pair’s total cross-market trading volume) and market-specific time trends. Panels A and B include binary
indicators for the cost factors from Table 2, interacted with transaction direction (i.e., whether buying or selling). Markets
are supersets of entitlement types (i.e., distinct values of the instrument). Standard errors (in parentheses) are clustered by
market X year, the level of variation in both the instrument and the endogenous variable. Subregion is planning subarea
as defined by the California Department of Water Resources. [Back]
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E Data Appendix

E.1 Transactions

WestWater Research, LLC provided a dataset containing 6,263 water transactions in California

between 1990 and 2015. Variables include transaction date, volume, price, and duration; and name,

latitude and longitude, and water use category of both origin and destination parties. I focus on the

spot market, which I define as transactions that are initiated, delivered, and completed within one

year. I drop multi-year leases and permanent transfers, leaving 4,906 spot market transactions. Of

these, prices are available for 4,415.

Cleaning. I calculate price per acre-foot and deflate to 2010 dollars using the CPI. I reshape

the data so there is one observation per party per transaction, creating 13,328 observations. For

transactions with multiple buyers or multiple sellers, if more specific information is not available, I

assume transaction volume is divided equally across parties.

Location. I classify all observations into one of 10 hydrologic regions (defined by Califor-

nia’s Department of Water Resources [DWR]). When possible, I also generate latitude and lon-

gitude coordinates. I first attempt to use centroids from the user location file (see Section E.5),

matching parties to users via the crosswalk file (see Section E.4). This matches 6,221 transaction-

by-party observations. Second, I manually geolocate 65 users not appearing in the user location

file but which are common in either transactions or entitlements data. For these users, I generate

coordinates based on addresses, towns, or maps found via user websites and other publicly avail-

able documents; they match 180 additional observations. For remaining unmatched observations,

I use location information from the original WestWater dataset. This assigns hydrologic region

for all remaining observations and coordinates for 3,721 additional observations. This process

leaves 3,206 observations for which location coordinates are unavailable. Finally, I use a user-

written Stata command, -geoinpoly-, to locate coordinates within 8-digit watershed (hydrological

unit code, as defined by the U.S. Geological Survey), sub-sub-region (detailed analysis unit, as de-

fined by DWR), and county. These shapefiles are available from DWR’s California Water Plan:

http://www.water.ca.gov/waterplan/gis/index.cfm.

Sector. I classify all parties into one of three sectors: agriculture, urban/municipal, or envi-

ronmental. I use the first successful method in the following order of priority:

1. Total historical entitlements (21% of observations). If the party appears in the entitlements

dataset (see Section E.2), I assign to agriculture or municipal depending on which sector

receives a majority of total historical entitlements.

2. Project agencies (3%). I classify the DWR (which runs the State Water Project) and US.

Bureau of Reclamation (USBR, which runs the Central Valley Project) as environmental,
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because they either devote the water to environmental flows or act as intermediaries. This

essentially excludes them from sector-wise analysis.

3. Keywords (41%). I classify users based on the following keywords in their name. Agri-

culture: almonds, citrus, contractors, dairies, dairy, famers, family, farm, farmers, farming,

grower, irrigating, irrigation, nurseries, nursery, orchard, ranch, river interests, trust. Mu-

nicipal: archbishop, automobile, cement, cemetery, chemical, Chevron, church, city of, cold

storage, college, communities, community services, companies, company, container, corpo-

rations, country club, developer, development, electric, energy, estate, foods, gardens, golf,

gravel, homeowners, homes, housing, inc., Indians, industries, investment, K.O.A., landsca-

per, leasing, LLC, LP, military, mobile home, monastery, motor, municipal, mutual water,

non-ag, oil, owners, park, paving, power authority, properties, property, railway, real estate,

realty, recycled, refining, retail, rock, sanitation, school, speedway, Texaco, town of, tribe,

university, ventures. Environmental: conservancy, duck hunting, ducks, fish & wildlife, for-

est service, forestry & fire prevention, water bank.

4. Original use categories (23%). I apply WestWater’s original water use categories, based on

agriculture, irrigation, and environmental, counting all other categories as urban.

5. Individual names (10%). I assume names of individual people are farmers and therefore

agricultural.

6. Remainder (2%). I assume all remaining observations are urban.

E.2 Entitlements and Deliveries

I compile the universe of surface water entitlements (often called allocations) in California by user

and year. These entitlements are from a combination of four water sources: Central Valley Project

(CVP) allocations, State Water Project (SWP) allocations, and Lower Colorado Project entitlements,

and water rights. All portions of entitlements are constructed by multiplying a time-invariant base-

line maximum entitlement by a year-varying allocation percentage. This ensures that when using

fixed effects, all identifying variation comes from the allocation percentages rather than changing

maximum entitlements. For water rights and the Lower Colorado Project, these allocation percent-

ages are simply 1. For the CVP, allocation percentages vary across both years and contract types;

for the SWP, allocation percentages vary only across year.

Central Valley Project (CVP)

CVP entitlements are constructed by multiplying present maximum contract volume by yearly per-

centage allocations for each user, sector, and contract category. Entitlements are summed across

contract categories within user and sector.

Maximum contract volumes are downloaded from the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) at

https://www.usbr.gov/mp/cvp-water/water-contractors.html. I sum the volume of contracts by user,
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sector (municipal & industrial vs. agricultural), percentage-allocation category (see below), and

project vs. base supply. Base supply is contracts for delivery of water based on water rights pre-

dating the CVP, while project supply is contracts for delivery of new water made available by the

CVP.

Percentage allocations by year are downloaded from the USBR at https://www.usbr.gov/mp/

cvo/vungvari/water_allocations_historical.pdf. They are available for each contract year (the 12

months from March of the named year through February of following year) from 1977 to the

present. Percentage allocations are determined separately for each of 14 contract categories (North

of Delta Agricultural Contractors, North of Delta Urban Contractors (M&I), North of Delta Wildlife

Refuges, North of Delta Settlement Contractors/Water Rights, American River M&I Contractors,

In Delta - Contra Costa, South of Delta Agricultural Contractors, South of Delta Urban Contractors

(M&I), South of Delta Wildlife Refuges, South of Delta Settlement Contractors/Water Rights, East-

side Division Contractors, Friant - Class 1, Friant - Class 2, Friant - Hidden & Buchanan Units).

Some categories are combined in earlier years; when “American River M&I Contractors” and “In

Delta – Contra Costa” are not specified separately, I impute the value for “North of Delta Urban

Contractors”. Maximum contract volumes and percentage allocations are merged on contract names

via the crosswalk file (see Section E.4).

Relative to other sources of entitlements data, CVP entitlements are offset by two months be-

cause they are based on the contract year (Mar-Feb) rather than calendar year. However, only 4.7%

of water deliveries occur in January and February, so the difference is small.

State Water Project (SWP)

SWP entitlements are constructed by multiplying maximum contract amount in 1990 by yearly

percentage allocations. I choose 1990 because that is the first year all now-existing sections of the

SWP were completed, and maximum Table A amounts stabilized. Maximum contract (Table A)

amounts are taken from Table B-4 of Bulletin 132-16, downloaded from the DWR at http://www.

water.ca.gov/swpao/bulletin_appendix_b.cfm. They are available by user, sector, and year from

1962 through 2016. Percentage allocations by year and sector are available from 1970 through

2017. For 1996-2017 they are taken from published notices to SWP contractors, downloaded from

the DWR at http://www.water.ca.gov/swpao/deliveries.cfm. For 1970-1995 they are taken from

Table 2-3 of the Monterey Plus Draft Environmental Impact Report, downloaded from http://www.

water.ca.gov/environmentalservices/monterey_plus.cfm.

Lower Colorado Project

Lower Colorado Project entitlements are constructed from lists of Lower Colorado River water enti-

tlements in California, downloaded from https://www.usbr.gov/lc/region/g4000/contracts/entitlements.

html, and Appendix E of the Final Environmental Impact Statement of 2007 for the Colorado

River Interim Guidelines for Lower Basin Shortages and Coordinated Operations for Lakes Powell

and Mead, downloaded from https://www.usbr.gov/lc/region/programs/strategies/FEIS/index.html.
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Post-2007 entitlements are used as baseline. Percentage allocations do not exist because a shortage

has never been declared on the Colorado River.

Surface Water Rights

Surface water rights are not directly measured, so I construct entitlements from Statements of Diver-

sion and Use and annual reports on file with the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB).

Water rights rarely change nor are curtailed, so I treat them as permanent, fixed entitlements.

Reporting. Users holding post-1914 appropriative rights are required to submit annual reports

of use. Riparian and pre-1914 appropriative rights were not systematically tracked by any govern-

ment agency prior to 2010. However, since 2010 these rights holders must submit Statements of

Diversion & Use, with civil penalties for noncompliance. From 2010 to 2016 this reporting require-

ment was once every three years; since 2016 rights holders must report every year. This means from

2015 onward, the SWRCB had at least one report of quantity diverted of nearly every water right

claimed in California.

Although these diversion statements are self-reported, it is reasonable to treat them as the full,

legally defensible value of present water rights. This is because appropriative rights are based on

documented continuous beneficial use, and these statements are public information, so they could

be used in future legal disputes. Therefore, users have incentives to neither report less than they

would like to use in the future nor more than other evidence would support.

Data. All of SWRCB’s records – water right permits, licenses, and Statements of Diversion

& Use – are publicly available in the SWRCB’s Electronic Water Rights Information Management

System (eWRIMS). The online eWRIMS interface makes it difficult to view or download details

for many records at once. Instead, I use a full extraction of the eWRIMS database, as of February

26, 2015, posted online as an exhibit in a 2016 administrative civil liability hearing for the Byron-

Bethany Irrigation District. This was downloaded from http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/waterrights/

water_issues/programs/hearings/byron_bethany/docs/exhibits/pt/wr70.xlsx. Variables include: amount

diverted for select years from 2010 through 2014, face value of rights (for post-1914 rights), types

of beneficial uses, status of right, year of first diversion, county, HUC12, and latitude & longitude

of POD.

Cleaning. I follow the data cleaning and quality control procedures described by SWRCB in

another exhibit (“Exhibit WR-11: Testimony of Jeffrey Yeazell”, http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/

waterrights/water_issues/programs/hearings/byron_bethany/docs/exhibits/pt/wr11.pdf), adding a num-

ber of further checks and corrections. I drop rights that are canceled, inactive, removed, or revoked,

and those not yet active, and minor types of water rights (such as stock ponds and livestock), leaving

only appropriative rights and statements of diversion and use.
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The dataset has 95,535 observations at the level of right by point of diversion (POD) by benefi-

cial use type, with a few duplicates. I drop duplicate observations so that the combination of these

three variables form a unique key, then I reshape to the level of right by point of diversion, resulting

in a dataset of 56,508 observations. For rights with multiple PODs, I keep only one so that a right

is a unique record. SWRCB chooses the POD by alphabetical order on watershed name; I instead

choose the POD from the watershed, source within watershed, and 12-digit hydrologic unit within

source with the most PODs for that right; if there duplicates within 12-digit hydrologic unit, I keep

the POD with the earliest number.

To construct the year a right first began, I use the year of first use when available (nearly all pre-

1914 and riparian rights holders, and some post-1914 rights holders), followed by original permit

issue date when available, license original issue date when available, and record status year when

available. To construct the year a right ended, I take the first year a right was canceled, closed,

inactive, rejected, or revoked.

I remove non-consumptive diversions by power-only and aquaculture-only, following SWRCB

procedure. For rights that report no diversion to storage, I set diversions to zero. For diversions

that do report diversion to storage, I subtract the amount used from the amount diverted, censoring

negative values at zero.

I correct for over-reporting, following SWRCB procedure. For post-1914 rights, most observa-

tions include the face value of the rights, so if reported diversions in a year exceed the face value, I

scale down that year’s monthly reports so their total equals the face value. For pre-1914 and riparian

rights, face value is not available but some report irrigated acres, so if reported diversions exceed

8 acre-feet per acre, I scale down that year’s monthly reports so their total equals this limit. I add

one more correction not performed by SWRCB: For post-1914 rights for which the face value is un-

available but irrigated acres is available, I apply the same acres-based correction, but conservatively

only for observations whose total diversions exceed 80 acre-feet per acre.

I make further corrections to high outliers in a process not separately conducted by SWRCB.

Many of these are likely errors in unit selection; there may also be low outliers, but I cannot de-

tect them effectively. I calculate the standard deviation of the natural log of all monthly diversion

values. For observations for which this standard deviation is greater than 2 and the average annual

diversion exceeds the face value of the rights by more than 100 acre-feet, for years in which the total

diversion exceed the smallest annual total by more than 100 times, I scale down each monthly value

proportionally so that that year’s total equals the smallest annual total. Although this correction

process affects only 82 observations, it changes the total statewide reported diversions by more than

12 orders of magnitude. I also drop one riparian right held by an individual that implausibly reports

an annual diversion of more than 100,000 acre-feet.

Further sample restrictions. I drop water held by federal and state projects (which are added

to the entitlements dataset separately). I drop non-consumptive rights: those whose beneficial use

is aesthetic, aquaculture, fish & wildlife, incidental power, power, recreational, or snow-making;
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several known environmental or recreational users (California Department of Fish & Wildlife; Cal-

ifornia Department of Forestry & Fire Prevention; California Department of Parks & Recreation;

Nature Conservancy; Pine Mountain Lake Association; Tuscany Research; U.S. Bureau of Land

Management; U.S. National Park Service; U.S. Forest Service; U.S. Department of Fish & Wildlife;

White Mallard, Inc.; Woody’s on the River, LLC); two known electricity-generating users (Pacific

Gas & Electric Co., Southern California Edison Company); and those whose name includes one of

several keywords (duck club, gun club, power, preservation, shooting club, waterfowl, wetlands). I

drop a small number of rights (157) with no location information available.

Sector. I categorize each right as agricultural or municipal based on whether its record lists

irrigation or stockwatering as a beneficial use. I then set to municipal all users whose names include

“city of” or “golf”, and several known municipal users in Orange County (Irvine Ranch W.D.,

Orange County W.D., Santa Margarita W.D., Serrano W.D.).

Final variables. For each right, I average across reported annual diversions from 2010 through

2014. I then sum across rights within user and sector, keeping location information for the point of

delivery with the largest volume. For each year from 1980 through 2015, I calculate the sum for

rights that were held and active in that year. I use this sum as of 1990 for the baseline value, since

that is the start of the water transactions dataset. Finally, CVP settlement and exchange contractors

may have the same rights counted in both CVP and rights dataset. So as not to double count these,

I subtract the maximum contract volume for base supply from their rights volumes.

Entitlements datasets

I combine these four sources to create three datasets of entitlements: user-by-year, market-by-year,

and polygon-by-year.

User-by-year. I merge all sources on name and year, matching users via the crosswalk file

(see Section E.4), and sum entitlements across sources. I restrict to 1981-2015, the years for which

entitlements are available from all four sources. This results in a nearly balanced panel of 7,168

users over 35 years, for a total of 250,129 observations. For locations, I use centroids from the user

location file (see Section E.5). For users not available in the user location file, I use the point of

diversion listed in the rights dataset, assuming the place of use is in the same region as the point

of diversion. For most users this is reasonable, but for some appropriative rights holders with large

internal distribution systems, this could introduce substantial error. Unfortunately there is no way

to systematically identify and correct these. For users not available in either the user location file

or rights dataset, I merge to a dataset of 65 manually geolocated users. For these users, I generate

coordinates based on addresses, towns, or maps found via user websites and other publicly available

documents.
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Market-by-year. I define 14 “markets” by geography and project status: SWP, CVP North,

CVP East, CVP South, and non-project users in each of the 10 hydrologic regions. These are

supersets of contract types and coincide with several major transaction cost factors. For the few

users that hold both SWP and CVP contracts, I choose the project from which the user draws the

larger maximum entitlement. CVP North is defined by users north of the Sacramento–San Joaquin

Delta, CVP East is users south of the Delta and east of the San Joaquin River, and CVP South is

users south of the Delta and west of the San Joaquin River. Starting with the user-by-year dataset,

I drop 408 observations without location information, which represent less than two-thousandths of

a percent of total entitlements. I then sum across users within market and year.

Polygon-by-year. For agricultural analysis, I calculate per-acre entitlements for each of many

overlapping polygons, comprised of the user locations file (see Section E.5) and 8-digit watersheds

(“HUC8”, hydrological unit code as defined by the U.S. Geological Survey). Starting with the

user-by-year dataset, I match user entitlements to their own polygons when possible, and calculate

entitlements and deliveries per acre of cropland within shape. When user polygons are not avail-

able, I aggregate users within 8-digit watersheds. (The users are mostly rights-holders only.) This

assumes the place of use is in the same region as the point of diversion – which is reasonable for

most users but could introduce substantial error for some appropriative rights holders with large pri-

vate distribution systems; unfortunately there is no way to systematically identify and correct these.

It also introduces measurement error via averaging; while most irrigation districts do typically al-

locate deliveries across retail customers on a per-acre basis, individual rights-holders may not be

spread out so evenly. However, this problem is minor for my empirical analyses because I use water

rights only for the overall level of water availability, not for identifying variation.

E.3 Quantity consumed

In some analyses I use market-level quantity consumed as an endogenous variable. (For definition

of market, see “Entitlements datasets” above.) I do not measure water consumption directly but

rather construct it from other datasets. I sum, by market and sector: (1) entitlements, (2) quantity

purchased minus quantity sold, from transactions data, and (3) mean groundwater supply.

Groundwater consumption is not directly measured or monitored at all in California except in

certain local areas. However, the DWR estimates groundwater supplies in several publications. I use

average annual groundwater supply for 2005-2010 by hydrologic region, subregion (planning area),

and sector, from the Volume 2 Regional Reports of DWR’s California Water Plan Update 2013.

I sum across planning areas within hydrologic region and sector. This measure of groundwater

consumption does not capture changes in consumption from year to year, but my primary purpose

is to accurately set the overall log-level of water consumption.
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E.4 Crosswalk file

I create a crosswalk dataset that links water users by name across all other datasets used in this

paper. To create it, I export raw names from each dataset and append them together. I strip punctua-

tion and correct misspellings and other typos. I standardize common terms into acronyms (e.g., I.D.

for irrigation district; M.W.C. for mutual water company; F.C.W.C.D. for flood control and water

conservation district). For names of individual people, I match full names to entries with the same

last name but only first initial(s) available. For agencies, when names are closely but not precisely

similar I use agency websites and other publicly available documents to determine whether (a) one

agency has changed its name, (b) one name is erroneous, or (c) they are indeed distinct agencies. I

use footnotes and notes in original data sources to link users with name changes over time, keeping

the most recent name. When a merger has occurred, I roll users up into the most aggregate version

to maintain consistent definitions. The exception is companies with service in noncontiguous loca-

tions, for which I treat each location as a separate user. The final crosswalk file has 28,765 entries

(input names) pointing to 14,830 targets (output names).

E.5 User location file

By combining all the relevant and publicly available georeferenced digital maps I can find, I create

a dataset of the most accurate locations, areas, and boundaries for as many water users as possible. I

combine the following datasets and link them via the crosswalk file. For each user, I keep one shape

(feature) according to the following priority order:

1. DWR’s Water Districts Boundaries, downloaded via the Query link found at https://gis.water.

ca.gov/arcgis/rest/services/Boundaries/WaterDistricts/FeatureServer

2. Federal, State, and Private Water Districts shapefiles maintained by USBR and DWR, down-

loaded from the California Atlas at http://www.atlas.ca.gov/download.html.

3. Mojave Water Agency Water Companies, downloaded at https://www.mojavewater.org/geospatial-library.

html.

4. California Environmental Health Tracking Program’s Water Boundary Tool, downloaded at

http://www.cehtp.org/page/water/download.

Before I append (merge) sources, I combine noncontiguous shapes for the same user (dissolve

to create multipart features). After selecting one shape per user, I calculate the user’s centroid

(restricted to within shape), area, and cropland area (via zonal statistics). The latter uses the 2015

cropland mask from the USDA’s Cropland Data Layer. I also construct versions of the user location

file in which user shapes are interacted with either 8-digit watershed (hydrological unit code, as

defined by the U.S. Geological Survey) or the intersection of sub-sub-region (detailed analysis unit,

as defined by DWR) and county. These shapefiles are available from DWR’s California Water Plan:

http://www.water.ca.gov/waterplan/gis/index.cfm.
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https://gis.water.ca.gov/arcgis/rest/services/Boundaries/WaterDistricts/FeatureServer
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